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The pressure dependence of the electron Hall' mobility in a 
variety of semiconductor materials has been measured. The 
resultsq analysed by a number of techniques, indicate that in 
general very good agreement can be obtained for pure material at 
temperatures where ionized impurity scattering is unimportant. 
Thus we obtained good agreement between theory and experiment 
for relatively pure GaAs. InP9 Sig Be and GaP9 using appropriate 
electron scattering mechanisms and material parameters. 
For InSb we find that consistent agreement can only be 
obtained if the dielectric constants are highly pressure 
sensitive. For pure Gao.,,. 7Ino. es: sAs the pressure dependence of 
the mobility is close to that predicted assuming space-charge 
scattering, rather than alloy scattering, is significant. 
When heavily doped samples of LPE GaAs and VPE InP were 
measured it was not possible to predict the experimental 
pressure 
'dependence of 
the mobility using the Brooks-Herring 
theory of scattering from ionized impurities. The possibility of 
inaccuracies in analysis have been reduced by using an iterative 
solution of the Boltzmann equation, phase shift calculations, 
and also Moore's ' analysis for dressing and multi-ion 
corrections. These howeverg proved to be inadequate and we 
obtain the best agreement with experiment using the theory of 
Yanchev et aZ for scattering from a correlated distribution of 
impurities in a gaussian fluctuating potential. The important 
effects of impurity correlation have been verified by studying 
samples of GaAs grown by MBE, and bulk GaAs subjected to neutron 
transmutation doping. The inability of impurities to correlate 
in such material is demonstrated by the close agreement between 
Brooks-Herring theory and experiment for these samples. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION. 
As- the use of semiconductor electronics becomes 
increasingly widespread and Importantq the need to analyse and 
characterize the variety of material grows in proportion. 
Accurate characterization allows an Increased understanding of 
the physical systems to be obtained which mayq in turng result 
in now and novel device structures. 
One often used method Is to measure the from carrier 
mobility and concentration, and to analyze the results 
obtained to determine the impurity content of the material. 
Clearly to achieve accurate results the effect of impurities 
must be accurately modelled. 
The analysis of data on electron mobility and carrier 
concentration obtained as a function of temperature has been 
undertaken for many years and although the methods of analysis 
have improved recently there have been only minor 
modifications to the scattering mechanisms used. 
A relatively now approach, however, has boon to investigate 
electron transport as a function of hydrostatic pressure"". 
This enables parameters other than the temperature to be 
varied and thus provides a further test of the transport 
theories for electrons In a number of semiconductors. In this 
thesis we report the systematic measurement of electron 
mobility and carrier concentration in a variety of n-type 
semiconductors, both as a function of temperature and 
pressurev and analyze the results obtained using a number of 
techniques. With this information conclusions can be drawn 
about the transport properties of the materials, 
The thesis format is as follows, In Chapter 2 an outline of 
2- 
the band structure and material parameters is given and their 
temperature and pressure dependences are discussed. The effect 
of Impurities and their distribution Is also described. 
Chapter 3 reviews the low field transport theoryg with 
particular emphasis on the limitations and approximations 
appliedg while In Chapter 4 the experimental apparatus and 
sample preparation is described. Chapters 5 and 6 give an 
account of the results obtained for the binary materials InP 
and GaAs. Chapter 7 discusses the results obtained in InSb and 
the alloy Gao., *-71no. wýAs, while in ghapter e the indirect band 
gap semiconductors Sig Be. and GaP are investigated. Finally 
in Chapter 9 some conclusions are drawn and guidelines for the 
future development of this work are suggested. 
b 
C- 
-- -- "- 
-- - . ---- 
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CHAPTER 2. 
REVIEW OF THE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE 
OF GROUP IV AND III-V MATERIAL PROPERTIES. 
2.1 Introduction. 
In this chapter a brief review of the material properties 
of some of the group IV and III-V semiconductors liB given. The 
chapter can be conveniently divided into throw sections. The 
first is concerned with band structure extrema and their 
curvature, while the second discusses &ffRCtS ASSOCiated with 
the density and distribution of impurities. The final section 
is predominantly concerned with related material parameters 
that appear in the scattering mechanisms discussed in the next 
chapter. Of particular interest are the variations of these 
properties as a function of temperature and pressure so that 
an accurate interpretation of the experimental results can be 
made. In each section, the relevance of changes In pressure 
and temperature are highlighted. All relevant data, extracted 
from numerous sources, is given in the tables that follow. 
Howeverg in a number of instances experimental data is not 
available. Where this is the case we have either used 
predicted variations derived from standard theories or 
interpolated from otherg measured properties. 
Before proceeding further it Is useful to consider the 
crystal structure and- binding of group IV and III-V 
semiconductors. All the materials discussed here crystallize 
into-the diamond or zincblende structure. ' This consists of two 
interpenetrating face-centred cubic Ucc) lattices, labelled A 
and B In Figure 2.1, where the B-sublattic-s- is displaced by a 
quarter of the body diagonal with respect to the A-sublattice. 
- 
Figure 21 Diamond/ Zincblende Structure. 
Figure 2.2 Brillouin Zone and symmetry 
p "6i n ts'-' of f. c. c. I latiiCe. 
- 
For the group IV semiconductors -Si and Be we can write 
-symbolically that A-By while for the binary III-V 
semiconductors, such as GaAs A-Ga and B-As. For a III-V alloy, 
such as Saxlni-xAsvP, -vv there is a degree of freedom in the 
location of either the group III or. the group V atoms on one 
type of lattice site which gives rise to so-called alloy 
disorder. 
The first Brillouin zone of such crystals is shown in 
Figure 2.2 together with the principal symmetry points. The 
symmetry of the crystal gives useful information about band 
edge maxima and minimal and their degeneracy"'211. Most 
important is the r point at the zone central and the L and X 
points at the zone boundaries along the (1,1,1) and (1,0,0) 
directions respectively. Clearly any conduction band minimum 
at the r point is unique, while there are 4 and 3 equivalent 
minima at the L and X points respectively. When the minima lie 
away from the zone edges they are no longer shared by adjacent 
Brillouin zones so that there are then 8 and 6 equivalent 
minima at the A and A points, respectively. 
2.2 Band Structure. 
2.2.1 Introduction. 
As a result of. the periodic lattice outlined previously the 
band structure of a semiconductor- consists of regions of 
allowed electron onargy. states-separated by "forbidden energy 
gaps". The ganeralý 
, 
arrangement - of, thesa,,, bands of allowed 
energy 4avels is primarily 5a function of the, crystal, symmetry. 
Consequently : the band structure characteri sti cz of, group ý IV 
and-III-V semiconductors are broadly- similar,, even. though, the 
I attar. ,I ack the , inversion, - symmetry,, -of 
the f ormgr. The. 
- 
splitting of band edge degeneracies at certain symmetry points 
due to the partial Ionic bonding character of 111-V materials 
is found to be rather small"". Thus it has little effect on 
electron transport. Spin-orbit splitting Is importantl but can 
usually be considered independent of temperature and pressure. 
Consequently a generalized band structure diagram, such as 
that shown in Figure 2.3, can be envisaged. Generally all the 
materials have conduction band minima close to the r, x, and L 
points as well as a rather complex valence band maximum at the 
r point. Howeverg symmetry considerations alone do not 
determine the ordering of the conduction band minima. 
To calculate the energy gaps shown in Figure 2.3 a number 
of theoretical methods are available"-'151. However, it is 
sufficient, for our purposesq to consider a simple 
semi-empirical method for calculating the band structure which 
clearly indicates the physical origin of both its temperature 
and pressure dependence. This is described in the next 
section. 
2.2.2 Band Structure Calculations. 
A useful, semi-empirical methodýof calculating some of the 
band gaps' shown In Figure 2.3 for' tetrahedrally bonded 
semiconductors has been developed by Phillips4l", Van 
Vechten4ý-"j and Van Vachten and Bergstresser4"'. This is 
described In terms of the chemical bonding description of 
Pauling"", which Indicates that valence and conduction bands 
arise from the anti-bonding and bonding configurations of spý 
hybridised orbitals. Thus the crystal properties depend on the 
bonding orbitals and thus on the potential seen by the valence 
electrons localized near the ions. This in turn, is found to 
depend only on the not Ionic core charge. 
- 
S: 
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The maJor contributions to covalent bonding are the 
outermost "pit and list' orbitals, although the presence of 
d-core electrons has an important effect. More strongly bonded 
electrons arm assumed to be part of the ionic core and to a 
good approximation play no part in determining the energy 
levels except through their influence on the lattice spacing. 
The potential seen by electrons outside the ionic core can be 
divided into covalent and Ionic contributions. For purely 
covalent materials the ionic contribution 
bonding and anti-bonding levels split by the 
Ev, due to the covalent potential. For 
materials, such as the III-V somiconductorug 
potential causes an additional splitting of 
anti-bonding levels, C. related to the 
difference between neighbouring atoms. 
anti-bonding separation is then given by, 
Ls zero and the 
homopolar snergyq 
partially ionic 
the antisymmetrLc 
the bonding and 
slactronogativity 
The bonding 
Et ýl - Eo, ýE C2L. 
The affect of d-core electrons can be separated Into two 
factorsq AE,, which depends only on the nearest neighbour 
distancog and (D^v-1), which gives a measure of the coupling 
strengths between the d-core and valence electrons. 
In Appendix A we give the prescriptions and data of Van 
Vachten and Bergstresser"O"and Camphausen at al"' required 
to calculate the band structure information given In Table 
2.11 from which it is clear that the method works remarkably 
w@119 particularly at the r point. We defer 
, 
further comment 
until later. 
- 
TABLE 2.1. Band Structurm Parameters and their Pressure 
and Temperature Coufficients. 
Property Material. 
Si Be GaAs InP S&P InSb GaInAs 
d/a. 4.444- 4.630- 4.626, m 4.802,10, 4.460- 5.302- 4.802- 
C (mv) 01ft 0.. 2.90- 3.33910 3.30- 2.30- 2. B15ý 
D, %v 1.00- 1.267- 1.235- 1.270- 1.152- 1.417- 1.3w 
E-Th (8V) 4.10Y 0. E39Y 1.55Y 1.39Y 2.77v' 0.46Y 0.937Y 
(T-OK) 
E-Ex (OV) 4.06" o. eeg- i. 519t, 1.421= 2.741, 0.231 0.807- (T-4K) 
EITh (OV) 3.60'v 2.20- 3.1 Vw 3.15v 3. B5v 2.16v 2.758'v 
(T-OK) 
E'Ex (OV) 3.4511 -2.12" 2. eg" 3.12", 3.661, 1.881, 2.55- (T-300K) 
Eý'Th (OV) 4.50Y 4.013Y 5.0 Vw 5.02v 5.55Y 3.75v 4.68v' 
(T-OK) 
E=Ex (OV) 4.31t, 4.421, 4.991, 5.0411, 5.27", 4.081"', 4.813; 3 
(T-300K) 
IPTh (OV) 5.17v 4.90v 5.70Y 5.74v 6.1 1'w 4.7 I'v 5.45v' 
(T-OK) 
IPEx (OV) 5.17k 4.901c 5.59k 5.72k 5.07- 
(T-300K) 
E. 'Th (OV) 3.4- 3.14- 4.80- 5.10- 5.33v, 3.76" 4.58Y 
(T-OK) 
E. 'Ex (OV) -3.321, -3.13" 4 . 44" 4.72" 4.781, 3.161, 4.35P (T-300K) 
A-Ex (OV) -0.071% -0.30" 0.341- 0.111, -0.10" -0.91 0,36- 
p (K) 636113 235ta 20411, 327- 372t, 500- 
10-10V ar.. 
- 
6.842- 5.405t, 4.906- 6.0- I [ 
R 
Er'L-Th (OV) 2.19Y 1.02Y 1.94Y 2.21v 2.26v, 1.70v' 
(T-OK) 
ErL-Ex (&V) 0.744k* 1. G45'11- Ia cyr. 63's') (TwOK) 
- 10 - 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Property Material. 
Si (30 GaAs InP Sap InSb SaInAs 
IXr-L. 10-'*&V 4.730' 6.05- 
Er-xTh (eV) 0.98le 1.14- 2.07*e 2.68- 1.57v 2.07v 
(TnOK) 
Er-XEX (EV) 1.170k" 2.015*- 2.22- 2.338t" 
(T-OK) 
0(r-x 10-4eV 
- 
4.7741 4.60- 5.771t, I 
W 
at' (10-IK-1) 2.55, 5.7a 5.73, f -5.3%p 
(T-300K) 
10-, X 1.02c' 1.33c' 1.34c: 1 1.38c: ' 1.13c: ' 2.20cs 1.38cs [ 
kbar-ILI 
meV gE---Th 3. BY 14.2v, 10.9v 9.5w 7.9v 14.3v 12.2v, [ 
dP kbar 
dE.; rx [mev 12.71L 8.51, 10.51 14.6- 9.2- 
dP kbar 
MOV 9-Er-"xTh -0.2v -0.2v -0.1v -1.11V -0.91V [ 
dP kbar 
dEr. xpx [mev 1.34t- -2.4t- 
dP kbar 
ýE'Th Inev 1-21 5.31 3-7v 3.1v 2.5v 5.0- 4.2v [ 
dP kbar 
dEr., 
-;: x lm 1 e 
V 4.8- 5.5- 2.0- 
dP b ar k 
No. of Eqv. 
Cond. Band 6 4 1 1 3 1 1 
Minima. 
A. " (ev) -0.031 -. 0.191- 0.19" 0.071-1 0.05", 0.3311, 0.29P 
A, COV) -0.221, --0.23t, -. 0.151- 0.083L 0.501, 0.27- 
Ei* Th (OV) 5.9v 5.5 I'v 6.60v 6.66v 7.17'v 5.25*e 6.27- 
E, a Ex (OV) 5.501, P-4.21, 6.631L 6.671L 5.2511 
- 11 - 
Table 2.1. Continued. 
Property Material. 
Si Ge GaAs InP S&P InSb GaInAs 
ýLE-'Th m&V 2.7v' 7. I'v 5.5v 4.7v 4.2v 7. Ov' 6.1v 
dP 
[ 
kbar 
dE ;: x mmv 5.21 7.711 7.31 5.83. 
dP 
[ 
kbar 
4-E--2Th meV 3.6v 4.3V 3.6v 3.1v 3.2v 4.1v 3.7'v 
dP 
[ 
kbar 
dEw;: x [meV 3.01 5.71 2.91 
dP kbar 
The superscripts refer to the following references, 
.8 Imil -12 9210 -13 '014 4115 
1116 1117 jis kjq 120 ' '"21 -22 
23 -24 "25 1-26 -27 128 -29 
Calculated by the author using the prescriptions of Appendix A. 
Calculated using standard linear interpolation (see ref 30). 
- 12 - 
2.2.3 k. p Theory and Electron Effective Masses. 
Before discussing the temperature and pressure dependence 
of the band gaps we wish to indicate how the effective mass of 
electrons Is also dependent on the band gap. The development 
of the k. p perturbation method has been reviewed by Kane"5*'& 
By this technique the interaction between two closely spaced 
conduction and valence bands is treated exactly through k-p 
and k-indepandent spin-orbit interactions. Interactions with 
higher lying bands are treated by 2-1 order perturbation 
theory. The effective mass of carriers is given by, 
1-I+21i. P,.,, -Iý, v -2.2-2 
mlý MCI m. E,.. (k. ) - E"-(k. ) 
n# 
where i is a unit vector in the direction of the ill-b principal 
axis and represents the square of the matrix 
between the n and n' bands. 
Consequently the effective mass can be calculated provided 
the band gaps and the momentum matrix elements are known. In 
principle this approach can completely determine the band 
structure. However, in reality it is a semi-empirical approach 
as not all the required energy gaps and matrix elements are 
available. From equation 2.2-2 it can be shown that at zero 
temperature the effective mass of an electron is given by"52)9 
E2 +E2+ 
E7 +p-2! 
ý 
' 3 EiL 3 '[Et Ei 
Ce -2.2-3 
where L-0919- and 2.,,, For. ino the, -of-fective mass is , isotropicq 
while forAmI and i-2, this'lis not the equation'2.2-3 
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then describes the effective mass in the conduction band 
minima at the energy gap Es. The longitudinal effective mass 
is of order one and is considered independent of temperature 
and pressure. E,,, and Er.. ' are momentum matrix elements 
describing the interactions of the conduction band with the 
valence band and with the nearest conduction band 
respectively. C' Is a correction term included to account for 
interactions between the conduction band and the remaining 
bands above the next nearest conduction band. Taking the 
results of Shantharama et al"01, and assuming that E,., E, ' 
and C* are independent of temperature and pressure leads to 
the values quoted in Table 2.2. Values of the low temperature 
effective mass are also given. The relationship between the 
electron effective mass and the band gap is then readily 
apparent. 
2.2.4 Pressure Dependence of the Band Saps. 
The prescriptions given in Appendix A indicate clearly how 
the nearest neighbour distance plays an important role in 
determining the band gaps. Consequently any external effect 
which can change this Is likely to cause significant changes 
in the band structure. In this section and the next we 
describe how changes in hydrostatic pressure and temperature 
affect the band structure. 
The application of hydrostatic pressureq unlike unIAXi&l 
stress, does not change the crystal symmetry and consequently 
does not force any degenerate bands to split. Howeverg via the 
material compressibility it changes the lattice. constant and 
hence the band gaps via expressions AI-AIO. Camphausen at 
all""" have shown how the theory of Phillips and Van Vachten 
, 
can be used 
-to 
calculate the pressure coefficients of the 
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TABLE 2.2. Electron Effective Masses and their 
Pressure and Temperature Dependence. 
Material E, E,. ' C, 1 dml* 10-* l . dm"* IID-2, 
Mcz (OV) (*V) ýT K iz dP 
Ikbar 1 
si 0.9163' -1 0 0 () -1 0 
0.190511-, 1-- 18.414 0 0 0.1 0.025' 
1.5B1, - 11 0 0 0 (). 1 
0.0E321 -25.010 0 0 , (p 0.2 1 Ile 
0.067- 25. Oft> 5t» ot. 1.912 0.771: 1 
InP 0.09211 16.7t, ()k» ()t. -2.211 0.53t, 
Gap 1.5--11 0 0 (p 0 
0. IBOIL -*- 16.81« 0 0 0.9 0.0414 
InSb 0.0 133u 23.21« 0 0 -4.21« 6.241 
GaInAs 0.041- 29. RF 37, f O'f -4. Ilca 1.69«f 
The superscripts refer to the following referencesy 
-14 ftis -33 11234 -35 f 36 -37 1138 120 J39 
'Longitudinal Effective Mass. 
*-Transverse Effective Mass. 
'Calculated by the author. 
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direct energy gaps and hence the pressure coefficients of the 
conduction band edges at the L and X points with respect to 
the valence band at the r point. This is also given in 
Appendix A. Thus the calculated pressure coefficients given in 
Table 2.1. can be compared with the measured pressure 
coefficients. At the L and X points there Is a compromise 
between obtaining fits for both the band gaps and their 
pressure coefficients which generally degrades the band gap 
agreement, but gives a good prediction of their pressure 
coefficients. The calculated values agree quite well and 
follow the general trend first discussed by Paul"O". The band 
gap at the r point increases the quickest, while the Er-L- 
separation tends to increase at approximately half the rate. 
The Er-x separation tends to decrease slowly. 
At sufficiently high pressures the bands may cross 
resulting in electron transfer. However, for pressures up to 
13kbar electron transfer is usually not important, except in 
certain highly doped samples, and consequently it is likely to 
have only a small effect an the observed carrier concentration 
(see section 2.3). 
2.2.5 Temperature Dependence of the Band Gaps. 
The band structure is expected'to vary with temperature 
from the aforementioned discussion because of thermal 
expansion. However, this effect is only important at low 
temperatures where thn'thermal, expansion. coefficient varies 
non-linearly with temperatureq and may even change sign 
resulting in a non-linear temperature dependence of the band 
gap. At high temperatures it contributes' only'about-25Vof the 
total change with, temperature,,. The, rest II sý'associated-with the 
temperature Ampendent efectron-phonon inter action. ' Clearly at 
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low temperatures the density of phonons is low and this affect 
is less Important. At higher temperatures the sloctron-phonon 
interaction causes the band gap to decrease with increasing 
temperature. This is physically reasonable for if one 
considers, for examplaq acoustic phonons (discussed later in 
this chapter), it is apparent that their density Increases 
with Increasing temperature. Such phonons correspond to 
regions in the lattice of alternate compression and 
rarefaction, which lead to corresponding regions of increased 
and decreased band gap. Electrons preferentially favour the 
regions for which their energy is lowered. A similar argument 
for holes thus leads to an overall decrease in the band gap as 
observed. 
The temperature dependence of the band gap in a number of 
materials has been measured by a variety of authors. 
Varshnill-2" found that the results could be described 
empirically by an expression of the form, 
Eä (T) - Eä (0) - «i T-; ' 9 -2.2-4 CT + pi) 
where the values of Et(O), a, and P, for various gaps and 
materials are given In Table 2.1. Thurmond"I" estimated that 
for GaAs such an expression leads to a standard deviation of 
-3meV for O<T<1000K. 
2.2.6 Pressure and Temperature Dependence of the 
Electron Eff_octive Mass. 
Kane's, k. p theory discussodproviouSly appýlivs only at zero 
temperature, while mostof,., the, results discussed, later,,, were 
taken In the rangs. 77-450K, where the band gaphas decreased. 
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However, the temperature depandince of the effective mass is 
smaller than that predicted using the temperature 
dependence 
of the energy gaps discussed abovaq which are usually called 
the optical or thermal band gaps in the literature. 
The band 
gap used to describe the temperature dependence of 
the 
effective mass is called the Effective Mass 
Band Gap. 
Following the notation of Ehrenreich"I" we write its 
temperature dependence as, 
Ei - (T) - Ei (0) + bEt '( T) Tp -2.2-5 
3T 
10M9 
where, p 
dEt' - -3a' dEt. -2.2-6 
dT K wp- 
K is'the compressibility and at' is the coefficient of thermal 
expansion. Rode"" uses E&' to determine the band 
non-parabolicity, which is important in calculating the 
electron mobility discussed in Chapter 3. 
1 The temperature dependence of the effective mass has been 
measured for a number of materials 411-11" and has been found 
to agree reasonably wall with an expression of the2 form of 
equation 2.2-3 with E, replaced by ELIO. Consequently, where-no 
experimental results were available equation 2.2-3 was used. - 
`The "pressure dependence of the electron ef4ective'mass'has 
for-GaAs"and been"measured by Shantharama at al at 'Burreyj 
InP1111 and - for SaInAs/InP of a number of compositi6ns""-". ý 
Their, results are given In Table 2.2* For, the other ý`, 'materialsý 
listvdý'no, direct measurements are knowng' and so the pressure 
coefficients given in Table 2.2 were calculated using equation 
2.2-3 and the data in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The longitudinal, 
effective mass was assumed to be independent of pressure. 
2.3 Effects o4_lmpurities. 
2.3.1 Introduction. 
The discussion so far has dealt with a perfect crystal in 
which there are no impurities. Of course this is never the 
case, and thus one must include a number of aspects associated 
with the presence of impurities and extrinsic carriers. 
The incorporation of impurities in a semiconductor results 
in impurity levels, often located In the band gap. Such levels 
are described as being either "shallow" or "deep". We shall 
confine the discussion predominantly to shallow levels. In 
particular we are concerned with two conditions. Firstly the 
low Impurity case, characterized by Nxa. (<Iq where a. is the 
effective Bohr radius and Nx is the Impurity concentration. 
Secondly when Nra. >1 and na Nx. 
Broadly speaking for Nxa. <<I, the band structure of the 
pure material may be assumed to prevail, at least for 
temperatures greater than 77K, and the impurities can be 
assumed to be Independent. With Increasing impurity 
concentration the impurities start to Interact leading to a 
broadening of the shallow impurity levelsp described In terms 
of a rms potential, yq discussed in the next chapter. At 
sufficiently high impurity concentrations the impurity_ band 
merges with the conduction band edge,, and results, in-an 
exponentially decreasing density of, states goingA nto the band 
gap. For heavily doped material with-, -low compensation, the 
Fermi level lies above: 
-these 
localized-states. 
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2.3.2 Temperature and Pressurn Dope dence of 
Extrinsic Carrier Concentration. 
A donor impurity Is called shallow if its ionisation energy 
is small compared to the band gap. This implies that the 
excess electron Is waakly bonded and the usual picture is to 
consider the impurity as a hydrogen atom embedded in a uniform 
medium of dielectric constant e. - Its binding energy is then 
given 
a,. M, -2.3-1 
Thus we would not NKPRCt shallow levels to show a large 
"trap-out" as a function of applied pressuýw as the increase 
in Ej due to changes in m4o and a. is small compared to kaT. 
In extrinsic material. it is necessary to examine how 
electrons are distributed between the bands and the impurity 
states in thermal equilibrium. The requirements of electrical 
neutrality, along with occupation statistics leads to the 
following expression for the temperature dependence of the 
carrier concentration"ý", 
n(n + N. ) N.. wxp(-Ee/kmT). -2.3-2 
Ne - N. -n9.1 
This assumes one type of'impurity level, of concentration Ne 
and ionisation energy Ea, 'partially compensated ý, by ` ionised 
shallow or deep acceptors''of- concentration N.. go isý the 'spin 
degeneracy and N. 'is the'-effRctlve density, o'f, states'ý :ý of ''the 
conduction band. 'Excited'states of the-'donor 1.1'evel"have' b" son 
neglected. 
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2.4 Material Properties. 
2.4.1 Introduction. 
To anAlYSE the experimentAl results the following material 
parAMOters were used. Frequently the data given, as well as 
being A function of both temperature And pressure, is Also A 
function of the impurity concentration/electron concentration. 
This is discussed as necessary in later chapters. Here we 
concentrate on the pressure and temperature dependence of some 
important quantities. All the data required is given in Table 
2.3. For the alloy9 Sao. -*-7Ino. m=Asq the quoted material 
properties were either determined experimentally or 
interpolated from the values of the binary compounds GaAs and 
InAs using the commonly used expression"Ic". Further 
information about each material parameter is given in the 
following sections and the values obtained were included in 
the analysis of the experimental results. 
2.4.2 Phonon Energies. 
The scattering of electrons by phonons Is an important 
mechanism in all the semiconductors considered here. The 
energy of the ionic vibrations is quantized with an energy tw. 
and a momentum M. where and k are the vibrational 
frequency and the wavevector of the vibration respectively. A 
typical dispersion relation for the lattice vibrations within 
the first Brillouin zone in silicon"" is shown in Fi 
'gurmý 
2.4. The branches whose vibrational frequency increases with 
increasing wavevector arm called the acoustic branches, while 
the other branches are called the optical branches. For 
intervalley scattering we are Interested in phonons near the 
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TABLE 2.3. Material Properties and their Pressure 
and Temperature Coefficients. 
Property Material. 
si so SaAs InP Gap InSb GaInAs 
(g/cm', 25) 2.328- 5.324- 5.307- 4.787- 4.130- 5.775- 5.449", 
E^m (eV) 6.511 9.01 9.0- 11.5- -12 15.0 5.9-j 
D. (10'eV/cm) 0.3 0.32 1.3 1.2 
c. (T=OK) -11.70- 15.98 12.40- 11.93- -10.9- -17.680 13.31v 
(T=OK) -11.70- 15.98 10.60- 9.33- -8.95- 15.68- 11.08V 
1 dcý [10-251 7.81,13.41* 12. O-ft 11.4" 
df- K 
At. - -14.0- 9.0- 7. V iff- 
11001 
1 AE. -1.8,0 -1.4 -1.11f -13- -1.4v Ikbar 
all, 
'0_3 I 
1 dE. [10-ý"i -0.28, f -1.4- - 1.4«f -1.31-1 -0.6" -13- -1.31-1 
kbar 
(10-IIC>m) 5.431- 5.65B- 5.653- 5.969- 5.450- 6.479- 5.869 
(T-300K) 
ei.. & (c/Mý) 00 -0.157 -0.035 -0.10- -0.065 -0.099 
Uli 10, cm 9.06 5.36 5.102 5.032 6.34 '3.76 4.75v 1s1 
tit-h . (mev) -55.3 -30.5- 36.57- 42.7- 49.9m 23.6- 34.121 
Zc&. (meV) -57.3 -36.4- 33.91- 37.6- 45.4- 
ticAh . (mev) -51.0 27.57 -23 18.6 21.3 
twe. (mev) 1 E3.2 7.76 -B. 5 7.69 12. B 
Ce (10'ON/mý) 6.99m 5.73- 4.71- 3.65- 5. So- 2.51m 3.95v 
(T=OK) 
C, (IOION/mý) 19.09- 15.29- 13.94- 12.12m 16.61m 8.17m 12.37y 
(T-OK) 
1 dCIL[10-a] -1.5 -1.6 -3.9 -3.9 2.2 -3.9 di dP kbar 
"1 
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TABLE 2.3. Continued. 
Property Material. 
Si as GaAs InP Gap InSb GaInAs 
1 dw2 10-0 -4.0 
10-a -5.5 
w=aT 
UT-1 
1 duh. rIO-ý 1.02c, 1.490 1.55= 1.57- 1.24c' -2.0- -1.9v 
Wi=EP-Nbarl 
1d 10-f 1.02c' 1.49, d 1.91- 1.35c' 
Wt . 
V-tc' I 
i-b -ar 
I 
The superscripts refer to the following references, 
: 14 k'44 =45 9146 -47 048 ", 49 IL 39 -230 
24 150 -20 -42 
YC&Iculated using standard linear interpolation between binary 
compounds'ý'01. 
ýBest fit to data presented in this thesis. 
0 
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(51) in Si (after Brockhouse 
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zone boundary. -The small wavevactor dependence of the optical 
branches near the zone contra allows the optical vibrational 
frequency to be regarded as Independent of the wavevector for 
small k. Acoustic phonons cause the atoms to vibrate in phase 
leading to alternating regions of compression and rarefactiong 
while for optical phonons they vibrate in quadrature. 
The characteristic phonon energies are given in Table 2.3. 
Their temperature dependence Is rather small and is generally 
insignificant In comparison to the temperature dependence of 
the phonon population. Howeverg the pressure dependence of the 
phonon energy at constant temperature can be important and 
these are also given in Table 2.3. For direct band gap III-V 
semiconductors it is the polar optic phonon which is dominant, 
while for Indirect gap materials a number of phonons can be 
important, and their relative coupling strengths with 
electrons must be included. In Be and GaP the conduction band 
minima are at the zone boundaries, at the L and X points 
respectively. Consequently Intervalley scattering via' phonons 
near the appropriate zone boundaries io important. For Ge the 
similar energies of the non-polar optic and the LO and LA 
phonons means that in practice electron scattering by the two 
mechanisms cannot be distinguished. ' Consequently we follow 
Rode"" and combine the two mechanisms by ascribing an 
"average" phonon of energy 32.92 meV. 
In S14mý" and SaP425"" y non-polar optical scattering is 
neglig 
, 
ible so that the above problem does not arise. Howeverl 
in Si we have to describe the effects associated with the 
conduction minima lying away from the zone boundaries at the A 
points. This results in two types of Intervalley scatteringg 
either along parallel principal axes (g-scattering) or between 
perpendicular crystal axes (4-scattering). It is relatively 
easily shown that both mechanisms involve utnklapp. 
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processes in [1103-type directions. Also f-scattering involves 
phonons which are close to the zone boundary at X9 while 
g-scattering phonons are located approximately one third of 
the way to the zone boundary. Group selection rules applied 
between symmetry points limit the phonons involved in 
intervalley scattering", `, "s 
The ratio of the coupling strengths of the intervalley to 
acoustic phononsq as used in equation 3.4-4 has been given by 
ConwellcOll as, 
w, - 2D. ý. uxl. 
We% Ea%cý. w, ý11 
-2.4-1 
Values of this ratio for the various phonons in Si. Sol and 
S&P are given in Table 2.4. 
2.4.3 Static and High Frequency Dielectric Constants. 
The values of the high and low frequency dielectric 
constantsv g. and g. 9 are given in Table 2.39 along with their 
temperature and pressure coefficients. The pressure andl less 
Importantly, the temperature dependence of g. is found from 
the pressure and temperature dependence of the refractive 
index, nq as a. - ný. The corresponding changes In a. can be 
calculated from the Lyddano-Sachs-Tallor (LST) relation, 
6ý w uh. ýq -2.4-2 
Ilea wt.. ý 
given the appropriate variations In wim and For Si and 
So, which possess an inversion symmetryg Lh. -w, -. so 
that 
For GaAs and SaP, the LST relation Is found to' hold 
very well, *, ",. Consequently we have used equation 2.4-2 to 
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TABLE 2.4. Intervalley Phonons-and Coupling Constants. 
Phonon Energies, Coupling Material 
Ratios and their 
Pressure Coefficients. Si Be 
%W (MOV) 54.312 32.92- 
WS /W, % 2.013 0.3- 
w^. d (wt /we, ) '0- L O I 
w., dP 
Rb 
%W (mev) 16.41, 
Wi /W, % 
w. ft. d (wt /w^) lo- ® 
w:, dP 
Rb 
rl 
The superscripts refer, to the following referencesq 
-39 ':, 53 -61 
c1calculated using equation 2.4-1. 
GaP - 
30.9- 
1.7= 
0a OE3d 
_____________________________________________ 
I, 
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calculate the temperature and pressure dependences of a. in 
the materials for which no measured values are availableg 
although for InSb other Interesting effects will be discussed 
later. 
2.4.4 Mass Density, Elastic Constants, and 
Sound Velocities. 
The mass donsityq pq can be found from, 
p 
cz 
-2.4-3 
where M is the primitive call mass, and 0 is the volume of the 
primitive cell. The temperature and pressure dependence of p 
arises through the thermal expansion coefficient and the bulk 
compressibility respectively. 
We have assumed that the elastic constants are independent 
of temperature. The pressure coefficients of the elastic 
constants of Si, Be and GaAs have been measured by McSkimin at 
alcme'n-Pt. from which we calculated the pressure coefficients 
of CiL., the "averaged" longitudinal elastic constant"-'019 given 
in Table 2.3. The pressure coefficients of the other compound 
semiconductors were assumed to be the same as those of GaAs. 
The average longitudinal sound velocity, u, is given by, 
Ult 0 Cl. 
p 
-2.4-4 
Using this expression the pressure dependence of u, is easily 
calculated. 
0, 
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2.4.5 Do-formation Potentials. 
The deformation potantialg Eij, is defined as the shift in 
absolute energy of the band edge per unit elastic strain* This 
is -a symmetric rank two tensor, which for cubic crystals has 
two independent components, corresponding to pure dilation and 
pure shear. For the case of the direct minima at, the r point 
only the dilation term is importantl and it can be seen that 
this is given by, 
E^c - 1. dE., 
ic dP 
-2.4-5 
provided, as is commonly assumed, that the valence band shifts 
relatively little with pressure. Thus in principleg we can 
obtain both the atmospheric value of the deformation potential 
and Its dependence an pressure. Howeverg experimentally it has 
been found by numerous workers that equation 2.4-5 does not 
give good agreement with electron transport measurements made 
as a function of temperature, and most prefer to regard E^c as 
an adjustable parameter. We have done likewise% and our values 
are given in Table 2.3. The relative merits of a number of 
alternative values will be discussed later. The pressure 
dependence of E^m is quite small and can usually be neglected. 
" -" "- -" "- "" ""- " 
0' 
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CHAPTER 3. 
THEORY OF LOW FIELD ELECTRON TRANSPORT. 
3.1 Introduction. 
. The 
theory of electron transport in concerned with the 
description of the movement of electrons under the application 
of electric and in some cases magnetic fields. In this chapter 
it is intended to give a brief resume of the theory of 
electron scattering as it applies in the limit of low electric 
fields and to amphasizag where appropriatow the applications 
and limitations of the theory described. It is not the 
intention to give a mathematically rigorous account, but 
rather to highlight the methods used and the approximations 
made. Its importance, particularly for material 
characterization and device applicationsl warrants a critical 
review of the mathematical methods used and the physical 
models adopted for a number of scattering mechanisms. The 
mathematical methods and their relation to measured electron 
mobilities are discussed initiallyq while the remainder of the 
chapter describes the expressions commonly used for a number 
of the most significant scattering mechanisms. In particular 
we discuss In some detail the theory of, Ionized impurity 
scattering as it is presently usedl together with some of the 
refinements a, vallableg because of its relevance to the results 
described in Chapters 5 and 6. 
3.2 Eloctron Scattering, Hall Mobility and Drift Mobility. 
An 
- electron moving in a perfectly periodic potential 
behaves an a from electron, the periodicity only changing the 
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electron's effective mass. However, in a real crystal a number 
of additional effects occur. Thermal vibrations and the 
presence of alien atoms alters the periodic nature of the 
lattice, while the presence of other electrons also affects 
the lattice in their vicinity. As a consequence of these 
Imperfections In the crystal periodicity the electron cannot 
execute long-range motion without changing its state and these 
changes of state are said to occur as a result of collision 
processes. The physical consequence of this is that., when an 
electric field is applied to a semiconducting sample, the 
electrons accelerated by the field are retarded by the 
collision processes so that an equilibrium is obtained. For 
low electric fields the drift velocity of the electrons is 
proportional to the electric fieldq where the constant of 
proportionality Is called the electron mobility. The 
mathematical techniques used to calculate the mobility are 
often applied in various guises, but most are concerned with 
the determination of the electron distribution function 
f(r,,! i, t) in the presence of perturbing fields. The function 
f(r,! ivt) gives the probability that the state corresponding to 
the wavevector k at a point in the crystal r is occupied by a 
charge carrier at time t. Having obtained f(rj! i, t), the drift 
and Hall mobilities may then be calculated. 
The electron mobility normally calculated is the drift 
mobilityq pog which results from the application of an 
electric field alone. However, most experimental mobility data 
is obtained from Hall affect measurements where the electron 
distribution Is also perturbed by a magnetic field. The 
mobility' thýwn-measured-is called the Hall mobility, and is 
denoted here as p". The ratio of the two as given by equation 
3.2-1 defines the Hall scattering factorg 
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rw = PH. 
MD 
-3.2-1 
However, some caution should be observed here. Usually what is 
meant by the above expressiong but not explicitly stated, is 
that this should be taken In the limit as the magnetic field 
IBI 0. However, experimentally this is never the cases 
Indeed, in some experiments, the complete range between high 
and low magnetic fields can be scanned and consequently, to 
distinguish between the two, we could adopt the notation, 
ma rs-. oý = t!::, t -3.2-2 
go 
where the magnetic field dependence of p"" and rmm is clearly 
emphasized. 
To calculate the electron Hall and drift mobilities the 
perturbed electron distribution is required and this is the 
subject of section 3.3. Assuming it is known the above 
mobilities can be calculated as described below. 
Following the notation of Rod*14ý19 the perturbed electron 
distribution function in the presence of a small electric 
field F maintains axial symmetry about the direction of F and 
is given by, 
fW-f. W+ xg (k) 9 -3.2-3 
where x is the cosine of the angle between F and k9 f. (k) is 
the equilibrium distribution and g(k) Is the perturbed part of 
distribution. The drift mobility isby definition, 
unF. F 
-3.2-4 
¼ 
I 
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M25g M dk 
3uý 0 Fm'wC 
-3.2-5 
where J is the current density and g is the augmented density 
of states"I", which describes the enhanced density of states 
In a non-parabolic band. n the carrier concentration is given 
by, 
(V. Aiffý5) ff M dk. 
Using the definitions, 
foo (k'/19)*dkq 
<<*>> 1000 k'*dk, 
it is easily shown thatp 
lK 
- 
<Q> . 3ýFF <<f. >> 
-3.2-6 
-3.2-7 
-3.2-8 
-3.2-9 
The Hall mobility is calculated from the electron 
distribution perturbed by both an electric' field F and an 
orthogonal magnetic field B. Rod* has shown"6ý1 that this can 
be described for Isotropic media byq 
-f(k) - f. (k) + pg(k) + qh(k), p 3.2-10 
where p and, q 'are the cosines of the angles 
, 
between F and kq 
and BxF and k respectively. Thusq assuming that B is in the 
z-direction, it. can be shown that the x and y ccwponents of the 
current are given by, 
I, 
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J- ev. 4 M dk - V.. . alK (<g>F. - <h>F, ) 
3aO WIF 
av, f(k)dk - Vý . w%(<g>F, + <h>F. ). -3.2-12 
3wý m4*F 
Now for J, -O we obtain by definition the Hall coefficientl 
Rm' = Fx -3ufm*F. <h> -. 1 
-3.2-13 
J, B wtV. --B <g>ý2 + <h>-" 
and using the definition of the Hall mobility given in 
equation 3.2-14 we obtaing 
jj*. i' -'-2 RH". (r'-"'g 
1. <h>. <g'3-cl >, 
'i <9>' + <h>ý 
-3.2-14 
-3.2-15 
where It Is Important to notice that <gl-'> in the numerator 
is not the same as <g> in the denominator. The former being 
the perturbed electron distribution caused by the effect of 
the electric field alone, and which has already been referred 
to with respect to the drift mobilityR Equation 3.2-15 gives 
the Hall mobility for an arbitrary magnetic -field. It is 
easily shown that for IBI +0 this tends to,, - 
n A. <h>. 
<g> 
-3.2-16 
It now remains to describe how the perturbed electron 
distribution functions are obtained and this is outlinedý In 
the next section. 
0' 
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I 
3.3 Mathematical Methods. 
3.3.1 Introduction to the Boltzmann Equation. 
There are a number of methods of obtaining the electron 
mobility in, or resistivity of, a specimen"*ý-""'. Howeverg 
the most commonly used method is associated with solving the 
Boltzmann equation. This equation has been derived using 
intuitive arguments in a number of texts'4ý51' and is given here 
as 9 
D-f -U-F. ViN. -f -1 V&. E. V, f . 
ät- -j-t 1 =l>I 
- ih 
Z-- 
IN 
- -3.3-1 
This equation is itself derivable from the more general 
Liouville equation of motion", 119 which on its own gives a 
complete description of the evolution of a dilute gas system 
with time under the action of specified forces. Howeverg it is 
almost impossible to obtain tranupcwt coefficients using it 
and consequently the Boltzmann equation approximation is 
preferred. This requires that collision processes occur an a 
time scale which is small compared to the period between 
collisions. Other approximations4d, -72 mean that its validilty 
has been questioned sporadically in recent years, but for the 
present it 
lis 
still widely., used. Bearing this note of caution 
in mindq provided that steady. state solutions are required, and 
that the material, is homogeneous equation 3.3-1 can be 
simplified to,, 
af -3.3-2 
, 
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To solve 3.3-2 we must know how to describe the collision term 
on the right of 3.3-2 between an initial state k, and a final 
state k'. This is given In a number of texts"-ý" as, 
-bf L: -(V. /8lF5) Ik' Cf ('-'f s- 'f ' ('-'f S' 3dk'v -3.3-3 
. bt 
where we have used the abbreviations: 
f-f (r, kt) 
s(kqk') u(k"qk). 
s and s' are the total differential scattering rates for all 
the collision processes. It should be noted here that there 
are some important assumptions associated with 3.3-3. Firstly 
that the differential scattering rates, s, are usually derived 
in the Born approximation. This is valid for short range 
scattering potentials, and if the carrier energy or the 
thermal energy is high. Under these conditions the 
differential scattering rates can be calculated by 
perturbation theory, cf. Schiff"-01'. Secondly that all the 
scattering mechanisms act independently so that the total 
differential scattering rate-is Just the sum of the component 
differential scattering rates. Equation 3.3-3 Just describes 
the rate of increase in the number of electrons in dk around 
! i. The presence of the integral in 3.3-3 means that 3.3-2 is 
an intogro-differential equation which cannot be solved 
analytically. Consequently either numerical techniques or 
further approximations are required to obtain solutions--and 
these are discussed In the next section. 
' 
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3.3.2 Iturative Solution of the Boltzmann Equation. 
The Iterative technique of solving the Boltzmann equation, 
hereafter abbreviated as ISBE, is the principal method we 
shall discuss. Being a numerical technique in which no further 
approximations are required it provides one of the most 
rigorous tools for studying electron scattering theory. The 
cost of this rigour is increased computing time and the 
inherent ambiguities of a numerical techniquev compared with 
the analytical expressions to be described in section 3.4. 
The technique used was initially described in a number of 
papers by Rod&cd*"-*7a' and Rods and Knight'71,19 and later in 
the excellent review by Rodec". It allows relatively easily 
for the inclusion of Fermi statistics, energy band 
non-parabolicity, electron wavefunction admixture, and 
combines the various scattering mechanisms at the matrix 
element level. Its limitationsq which are usually also true of 
the relaxation time approximation described in section 3.4, 
are that each scattering mechanism used is derived in the Born 
approximation and that it assumes that each mechanism is 
physically independent of the others. 
The technique is_ based an manipulating the Boltzmann 
equation into a linear finite difference *quatIonc&=)'q from 
which it can be showng on substituting In for the perturbed 
electron distribution function, that at the I+1" iteration 
gx-, and hx. *., are solutions of the coupled. equations, 
9xo. 
i- SiL (g x &F. bf + St (h z 
A ýk -3.3-4 (S. + V-3L)El + P=3 
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hx. i m St (hi) - wpF. af + P-Si (gx) 
1% ak -3.3-5 
(S. + v. %)EI + Pý`3 
where, 
wB . (Sc. 
WWI; 
-3.3-6 
and we have written the total scattering rate as the sum of 
the elastic and inelastic scattering rates. S, and S. refer to 
inelastic scattering rates into and out of the volume element 
dk respectively. The convergence properties of the technique 
are good. Depending primarily on the temperature, convergence 
to better than 1% occurs for between four and six iterations. 
For elastic scattering it can be shown thatq 
-&F-c C k) . c)f -3.3-7 1% -bk 
where c(k) I the relaxation time is given by, 
v. x - (1-X)s. xdk' 9 -3.3-8 
and X is the cosine of the angle between k and k'. 
It is also apparent that as IBI + 0, equations 3.3-4 and 
3.3-3 decouple, so that each can be solved independently. 
Expressions for the differential scattering rates appropriate 
for this formalism have been given by Rode" and will not be 
reproduced here. Instead in the next section we describe how 
analytical solutions may be obtained. 
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3.3.3 Relaxation Time Approximation. 
Perhaps the simplest, most commonly used and physically 
instructive approach to solving equation 3.2-4 is to use the 
relaxation time approximation. This assumes that the rate at 
which the perturbed electron distribution, f9 returns to its 
equilibrium distribution, f. (Fermi-Dirac Distribution) is 
proportional to the extent to which it is perturbed. i. e. 
- (f -f . )_ 1 -3.3-9 
bti.., 
wrW 
where c(k) is a measure of the rate at which the distribution 
relaxesq and is known as the relaxation time. This approach 
gives accurate results, bearing in mind the approximations 
already mentioned in section 3.29 provided there are no 
inelastic scattering mechanisms present and also that the 
total relaxation time TM is calculated from, 
1m19 -3.3-10 
oc (k) 
where the ci(k)"s refer to the relaxation times -for individual 
scattering processes. Under these conditions It is easily 
shown from 3.2-9 and 3.3-4 that the drift mobility, go Is 
given byq 
M4* 
where now, 
2 JO-c-(W)W-'2lmxp(-W). dW 
-3.3-12 
3 JO W"-'-2*x 
-p 
C-W) . dW 
Similarly it can, be shown by using equations 3.2-169 3.3-4 and 
' 
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3.3-5 that the Hall mobilityg p"q in the limit as IBI +0 is 
gLven by, 
p64ý-0 -a (-r3, ) 9 
m""(-t) 
-3.3-13 
where 3.3-11 and 3.3-13 are the commonly quoted expressions. 
Clearly pm'0-0 and pD are generally not the same. Notice, from 
3.3-12 that it is the energy dependence of the relaxation time 
that governs the Hall scattering factor at small magnetic 
-fields. 
Frequently a further assumption in the relaxation time 
approximation is also made and this Is commonly referred to as 
"Matthiessen's rule". In this approximationg instead of adding 
the relaxation times as in 3.3-10 the mobility is calculated 
using 3.3-11 or 3.3-13 for each individual relaxation time, 
and the total mobility is then found using the expressiong 
11 -3.3-14 
Apparently this is valid provided that the c, (E) 's have the 
same energy dependence. Generally this is not the case, 
although in the degenerate limit the use of Matthiessen's rule 
is in principle valid. 
However, Matthinssen's rule, does have the' practical 
advantage "' of allowing - the scattering mechanisms "', - to - be 
investigated ' independently- and their physical, 'naturs-"is theK 
more readily apparent. For this" reason" we 'have "chosen-ý-'In 
section 3.49- when describing the common 'scatterin'g-'mach'ani sms 9- 
to q_uote the mobilitY'components rather-than the relaxatio'n 
times wh ich the interested reader can' find al sewher Ie In 
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doing so we neglect the effect of band non-parabolicityl which 
necessarily complicates the evaluation of 3.3-129 although in 
the analysis discussed In later chapters it has been included 
where necessary. 
3.4 Scattering Mechanisms. 
3.4.1 Introduction. 
The scattering mechanisms that are Important in a 
semiconductor can be categorized as being either intrinsic or 
extrinsic to the crystal lattice. One example of the latter is 
ionized impurity scattering which is discussed in section 3.5. 
Here we describe intrinsic scattering associated with the 
thermal vibration of the crystal lattice, as well as 
carrier-carrierg neutral impurityq central-call, space-charge 
and alloy scattering. Howeverg such a list of mechanisms is 
not exhaustive. In the expressions that follow the temperature 
and effective mass dependence of the mobility is emphasized 
because of its'importance in subsequent chapters. 
3.4.2 Deformation Potential Scattering. 
Electrons can be scattered by acoustic phonons In two 
distinct ways. The first of these arises as a result of the 
changing spacing between the Ions. We have seen previously 
that the band gaps of semiconductors are very sensitive to 
changes In lattice spacing and consequently the acoustic 
phonons cause the conduction and valence band edges 
-fluctuateg from which the electrons can then be scattered. 
Symmetry considerations reveal that only longitudinal. 
. 
(LA) 
Phonons are responsible for such scattering in the r minimum. 
0, 
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where shear forces or transverse vibrations are Ineffective. 
However, transverse (TA) phanons may cause scattering away 
from the. zone contra and consequently may be significant in 
indirect materials like Si and Ga. The physical description of 
this is simplified by regarding the deformed lattice as 
producing a short range perturbing potential referred to as 
the deformation potential. The resulting drift mobility 
limited by this mechanism has been given by Bardeen and 
Shockley 4 7ZZ '# as, 
2(2n)*-". lh'Pux'. T". m'-"'qi 
3e. ka". EAc-' 
3.4.3 Piezoelectric Scattering. 
The second acoustic phonon scattering processq known as 
Piezoelectric scattering, arises from a change In the 
potential due to the redistribution of electric charge when 
the ions are displaced from their equilibrium positions. This 
is only operative In crystals without Anversion symmetry. 
Electrons can be scattered by both LA and TA phononsg although 
the former tend to dominate. The drift mobility limited by 
this scattering mechanism is given by Zook"-011 as, 
1.714XIO-"'. a,. ' . T". -3.4-2 
&iA&2"(4/C*-- + 3/CiLT 
where a,. * is the Piezoelectric constant and Ck and C, are the 
transverse and longitudinaLelastic constants respectively. In 
pure III-V semiconductors - piezoelectric , scattering,,, may, be 
signif Icant. at low temperatures. However for 
. 
material with 
impurities Incorporated, scattering from Ionized Impurities-is, 
t% 
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more likely to dominate. 
3.4.4 Polar Dptical Phonon Scattering. 
The optical phonons mentioned previously also scatter 
electrons in two distinct ways. The first of these mechanisms 
occurs as a result of the neighbouring atoms vibrating in 
_ant 
i-phase. The electrons are scattered by a long range 
Coulomb interaction set up by the. polarization of the charges 
on each atom. This occurs only with LO phonons as TO phonons 
do not produce macroscopic electric fields. The drift mobility 
limited by such scattering was developed by Ehrenretch"" and 
subsequently by Fortini at and is given here as, 
16? ia. (2nkn) (exp(z)-l) T"22. m""- -3.4-3 
3owl, (1/c,. - 1/cm) 
where w, is the longitudinal polar optical phonon frequency 
and zn1Kcj3, /knT. The term B(z)(exp(z)-I) has been given 
graphically by both Ehrenreich 17M" and Fortini et a1474" and 
accounts for the effects of electron screening on the 
scattering by polar phonons, and consequently they are both a 
function of the electron concentration. Fortini ot aZ, 
however, have only published a curve appropriate to pure 
material where screening effects are minimal. We have 
incorporated free carrier screening into the differential 
scattering rate for polar phonon scattering'given by Rode4l*. 7" 
in some of the calculations that follow. 
For all direct gap polar semiconductors scattering by polar 
optic phonons is the most Important machanismg particularly at 
temperatures ý: 300K, and for pure materials the lower 
temperature, range'- extends well- towards - liquid-, -nitrogen 
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temperatures. However. because of the inelastic nature of the 
mechanism it is least suited to use in the relaxation time 
approximation. 
3.4.5 Intervalley Scattering. 
So farý we have considered only phonon scattering process 
involving long wavelength phonons., Clearly scattering by 
shorter wavelength phonons may be important for two rigimes. 
Firstly for indirect material where electron scattering 
between equivalent minima is important, and secondly in 
material under conditions where scattering between 
non-equivalent minimal such as between the r and X9 may be 
significant. 
Herring and VogtC7=" have calculated the relaxation time 
4or such processes and with the energy term replaced by 
3knT/2c"I'. j the mobility can*be written as,, 
prvýPAC (Try5-'ý'ý CT/Tct+2/3)1-'ý2+(T/Tci-2/3)1-'-22 or 
IF--" 
T exp(TcL/T)-l I-exp (-Tc, /T) 
-3.4-4 
where w:, /w^ is a measure of the coupling strength between the 
acoustic phonons and the ill, intervalley phonons with 
characteristic- temperature Tat. The second torm, -, in . the 
brackets vanishes if T/Tc, 2/3t ie. the emission of phonons 
Is prohibited. - 
-3.4.6 Eloctron-Hole and Elactron-Electron Scattering; 
Obviously another set o4 scattering mechanisms is comprised 
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of the scattering of electrons by other mobile charge 
carrierug either electrons or holes. In the case of 
electron-hole scattering It Is common to use the 
larger 
effective mass and consequently reduced mobility of the heavy 
holes to simplify the problem. Under these conditions the 
holes look like immobile point charges as far as the electrons 
are concerned, and thus they can be described using a slightly 
modified form of the Brooks-Herring formula for ionized 
impurity scattering described in section 3.5.2. So for 
electron-hole scattering we use the expressiong 
Pam-3.13 1x ln(l+b) -b-19 -3.4-5 -+-b 
I 
where p is the concentration of holes and, 
b- 4ký 
P.: z 
-3.4-6 
p. is the inverse screening length discussed in section 3.5.2 
and., 
n' -n+N. - n)(n + N. ). -3.4-7 
N. s 
The problem of electron-electron scattering however, is 
much more difficult to describe. It might be thought thatq 
because momentum is conservedq such scattering would not 
affect the mobility. Howeverv it does effect the perturbed 
electron distribution, and consequently effects all the other 
scattering mechanisms. Following Bate at al"d-1 we used the 
approKimate'expressiong 
- 45 
ilt (9-9) - 
)JA c3 
=If= af .2 (jo Ea ý-E. dE 
) 
ýf`. dE. 
. aE 
E211ý-cl. 11'. dE. ro bE 
ro 
-bE 
9 -3.4-8 
for a component of mobility with c(E) w Ec. The calculated 
corrections to the mobility components an a function of the 
reduced Fermi energy are shown in Figure 3.1. The corrected 
mobility is then given by Bate et alt7dw ) as 
)Is = pl-. [1 + Pt (0-0) 1. -3.4-9 
2 P: L = 
This clearly shows the carrier concentration/temperature 
dependence of the electron-electron scattering corrections for 
a number of mechanisms. Apparently electron-electron 
scattering corrections may be very Important at intermediate 
carrier concentrations, but become negligibly small in the 
degenerate limit. 
3.4.7 Neutral Impurity Scattering. 
Electron scattering from neutral impurities may be 
important at low temperatures where electron freeze-out occurs 
or at high impurity concentrations. -Two formalisms due to 
Erginsoy C-77D and Sclarl-702 are available but'we have only 
considered the former. The neutral Impurity scattering limited 
mobility as given by Erginsoyl-711 is, 
JJ6, RMMý 9 -3.4-10 BONNwcmcwliý 
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where Nm is the density of neutral impurities. 
3.4.8 Space-Charge Scattering. 
When we discuss impurity scattering in section 3.5 It Is 
normally considered that the Impurities are distributed 
randomly in the crystal. However, It may be possible for 
inhomogeneities to exist, as a result of impurity clustering 
for example. This results in a charge difference between such 
a region and the surrounding crystal. To ensure charge 
neutrality space-charge region% form around the 
inhomogensities resulting in distortions in the conduction and 
valence band edges, which consequently scatter electrons. 
Weisberg471' has derived the mobility limited by such a 
mechanism treating It as a simple collision problem and 
obtains, 
POC =a. T-'-". 
Ns3A. (2ks3 ) I--" 
where NaA is the product of the concentration of space charge 
regions and their effective scattering cross-section. 
3.4.9 Alloy Scattering_ 
The essence of Alloy Scattering was proposed In'the 1930's 
by a number of authors (see for example Mottea0b) in 
connection with substitution effects in dilute-alloys. The 
formula for the drift mobility limited by alloy scattering was 
first derived by Brooks and has been referred to many times 
although It was never published. Recently, LittleJohn at 
&14011' repeated the calculation of Brooks and found it to be 
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In error by a factor of N/2. The formula as derived by 
Littlejohn at aVe" is of the form, 
32. (2) "'A' -3.4-12 
where S(z) describes the degree of randomness and is 
invariably taken to be unity, in. completely random. AU is the 
alloy scattering potential in eV and is a measure of the 
magnitude of the fluctuations in the crystal periodicity 
caused by the alloy disorder. 
3.4.10 Central-Cell Scattering. 
The affect of the localized central-call potential is 
neglected In the standard theory of scattering from ionized 
impurities discussed in the next section. As a first 
approximation in considering scattering from impurities which 
have a long-range screened coulomb potential and a large 
short-range central-call potentialg the scattering by the two 
components of the potential can be considered separately. 
Using the scattering cross section of Faulkner""'. 
Stringfellow and KQnz&l4"-3-' indicate that the Hall mobility of 
the central-call scattering component is given by, 
PCC M 36 r15(kaT)'-'O +E ir 4& 1 JF. M 9 -3.4-13 (k, &T) 
where Ex is the ionization, onargy for the electron bound to 
the impurity. 
- 
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3.5 Ionized Impurity Bcattering 
3.5.1 Introduction. 
The last important mechanism for electron scattering to be 
discussed is associated with the-scattering of electrons by 
ionized impurities. This is generally important in relatively 
pure materials at low temperatures and at increasingly high 
temperatures as the crystal becomes increasingly less pure. 
The mechanism is particularly important as a means of 
characterizing material quality. Thus, if the mobility and 
carrier concentration of a sample at a specified temperature 
is known, the concentration of ionized impurities and the 
compensation ratio may be deduced. The Importance of this 
approach is apparent from the wide use of look-up tables for 
Just such a purposeq particularly those of Walukiewicz at al 
for GaAs"'-` and InP101,1. Clearly, howeverg for these to 
be of use they must be accurate and this then means that it is 
important that the theory of ionized Impurity scattering used 
is equal to the task. It will become clear in this sectiong 
however, that this is not always the case. It is unfortunate 
that, for a range- of impurity concentrationsl carrier 
concentrationsq and temperatures for which ionized impurity 
scattering Is importantg the usual theory discussed in 3.5.2 
breaks down. Numerous refinements have been obtained and some 
are mentioned here, but for more detailed discussion and a 
comprehensive list of reforences. the review of Chattopadoyay 
and, Ousisserta-71 is. recommanded.. 
3.5.2 Randoý Impurity Distribution. - 
, -, 
The., usual description, of scattering-from ionized, -, impurities 
- 
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is based on a number of assumptions which will be discussed in 
the rest of the chapter. One that is frequently overlooked it 
that Impurities are distributed randomly in the crystal, so 
that the impurity levels present within the band gap arise 
from fluctuations In the concentration of the impuritiess 
Indeed, if there were no fluctuations this would correspond to 
the case In which Impurities were distributed completely 
uniformly throughout the crystal. Under these conditions only 
the periodic nature of the lattice would be altered, resulting 
in a change in electron effective mass. Under such conditions 
the electrons would no longer be scattered by Impurities. 
Also frequently overlooked Is the effect of increased 
impurity concentrations on the density of states. These 
affect% have been reviewed by Abram et &14001. As the impurity 
concentration increases the impurity levels broaden Into an 
impurity bandq which at sufficiently high concentrations 
merges with the conduction band edge. This together with an 
increased electron-oloctron exchange interaction causes the 
band gap to shrink. 
The formulation of Scattering from Ionized Impurities In 
the Born approximation takes account of none of the 
previously mentioned factors. Thu results of various workers 
have been primarily concerned with the form of the scattering 
potential of the impurityq which is usually assumed to be the 
difference between that of the host crystal and that, of the 
impurity. 
The initial formulation 
, 
of scattering from 
-ionized 
Impurities was given by Conwall and Weisskopf where the 
i. mpurity was modelled by a coulomb potential. 
However,, in this model the relaxation time diverges for small 
angle scattering, so that collisions were 
' 
only allowed for 
electrons that approached within Nx-l"/29 half the average. 
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Impurity separation. This arbitrary cut-off distance was 
removed by including screeningg which, to the first order in 
powers of the impurity potential over kaTj results in tho-well 
known screened coulomb potentlalg which drops off faster than 
the normal coulomb potential due to the multiplicative 
exponential screening factor. Dingle's approach"101 only 
included screening by electronsq while the Brooks-Herring 
theory""' attempts to include screening by neighbouring 
ionized impurities as wellq ie. in compensated material there 
Is additional screening by electrons trapped on acceptors. The 
mobility limited by ionized impurity scattering as given in 
the Brooks-Herring theory is, 
ln(l+b) -b- 
Nr 
II+ 
b] 
where Nx is the concentration of ionized impurities and b is 
given by 3.4-6 with p. given byq 
P. ý- 1 0, d»a2-> n. F- iý( 11) + (KA - N. - n) (n 3.5-2 
a. «. kmT Ftý, ý (i1) Nýo 
19 
The F-, Cil) are Fermi integrals of order J9 where q is the 
reduced Fermi energy9 and the methods of calculation of these 
integrals have been discussed by Blakemors"12219 although they 
effectively cancel out in non-degenerate material. Indeed, for 
3.5-1 to be valid it is usually stated that, b>>1 (saw ref. 
87)9 which implies non-degeneracy. This is also required 
because In calculating 3.5-1 the logarithmic term In the 
relaxation time is taken out of the integral in 3.3-12 and 
the energy replaced by the value at which the integrand is a 
maximum. At intermediate values of b this is not valid and the 
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full evaluation of the integral must be undertaken. 
It is interesting that both the Conwall-Woisskopf and the 
Brooks-Herring theories consider a characteristic length 
defining the range of the potential, and assume that within a 
sphere of this radius only one scattering contra is present. 
Ridlvy"Pý11' has shown how these formalisms can be linkadq so 
that smooth transitions between the two can be obtained. 
3.5.3 Refinements to the Brooks-Herring Theory. 
A number of refinements to the Brooks-Herring theory have 
been made in an attempt to remove some of its simplifying 
assumptions. All the expressions described in the previous 
section result from the linuarisation of Poisson's equation. 
This is Justified provided the electric potential is small 
compared to the thermal energy. This is valid for any impurity 
concentration at high temperatures, and for one kind of 
impurity. at all temperatures. This-latter case is true because 
as T decreases the thermal energy goes down linearly with T 
while the number of impurities decreases exponentially. 
Howeverg when this is not the case better approximations "741 
and numerical solutions"9ý11 Indicate that the Brooks-Herring 
theory tends to overestimate the scattering. However, 
Takimoto"71-1 has shown that the screening included in the 
Brooks-Herring theory will be lessened by the polarization of 
the screening cloud by the colliding electron. Various 
workers have tried to incorporate the dielectric 
response of the valence electrons normally described by the 
static dielectric constant into the impurity, potential. Using 
this approach-Resta and Resca"9-vý calculate a reduced mobility 
compared to- the Brooks-Herring valung-that-is particularly 
significant at high temperatures. 
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The Brooks-Herring theory also assume% that scattering 
occurs Incoherently from individual Impurities. If this is not 
the came so that electrons are scattered by several Impurities 
simultaneouslyq multiple scattering is said to take place. 
Also the perturbing or "dressing" effects of the impurities on 
the electron wavefunctions and energy levels are also 
neglected. These two effects have been analysed by Moore"003' 
and Moore and Ehrunruich"01-1. along with corrections 
associated with higher Born approximations. The corrected 
mobility can be expressed as, 
t1lib" 9 -3.5-3 d, 3(k') + gm(k') + dn(k*) 
where k' is the wavenumber associated with the energy at which 
the integrand in 3.3-12 is a maximum. The complicated 
expressions for each of the corrections have been given by 
Moore"'O'O" and will not be reproduced here. As an example the 
corrections calculated for uncompensated InP of two carrier 
concentrations is shown in Figure 3.2 as a function of 
temperature. Clearly the corrections are negligible at both 
low and high carrier concentrations. Also included in this 
figure is the correction given by Moore for higher Barn 
approximations. The often quoted expression for the Born 
approximation is that, 
4ký >> 1 
omm 
-3.5-4 
which is usually valid at high temperatures and/or low carrier 
concentrations. Howeverg Mayor and Bartoli have pointed 
out"`ý' that this Is too restrictive. They define two 
parametersq y-10.5ka. 19 where a.. is the *44octive Bohr radiusq 
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and F such thatq - 
4PYI. -3.5-5 
They find that the Born approximation Is always valid provided 
y>>I. However, they also show that it is valid for y<1, 
provided F<<11 in. It is also valid when b<<I. Physically 
these conditions mean that the wavefunction of the electron in 
the presence of the scattering potential must be "similar" in 
form to the unperturbed wavefunction. They have calculated the 
mobility for ionized Impurity scattering using a phase shift 
analysis and then calculated the drift mobility using Kohler's 
variational technique'10ý51. By this method they avoid the Born 
approximation completely. 
An alternative approach to calculating the scattering by 
ionized impurities has been given by Yanchov et al"c"'" for 
the region of high carrier concentrations. Hereq whore 
multiple scattering effects are likely to be importantq rather 
than consider scattering from_ individual impurities and 
correct -For multiple scattering, they consider scattering from 
a smooth potential caused by fluctuations in the impurity 
concentration. In the heavy doping regime this potential obeys 
Gaussian statistics and is characterized by, a pair correlation 
function. Yussouff and Zittartz"111 
. 
have shown that the 
mobility appropriate to such a scattering mechanism is given 
by,, 
&'Kkp. R. Ev= 
at a Yl. M- 
-3.5-6 
where R is the screening or corrNlAtion length of 
- the 
potentiAl, Ew is the Fermi energy, kp is the Fermi wavenumberg 
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and y is the rms potential such that the potential changes by 
an amount y over the distance R. The term a is expessed in 
terms of the pair correlation function. Yanchev at al"c"" 
give y and a as respectively, 
Nwl. R -3.5-7 
4v(a. c. )' 
Ix - 1. low dy. y erfc[E. y - 
EFrj 
9 (1 + Y) = 4y y 
where E. -VýW/2m'. and erfc(x) is the complementary error 
function. 
Using the correlation function for a random distribution of 
impurities, and with R-R. -1/p. in equation 3.5-7 assuming no 
ionic screeningg similar results were obtained to the 
Brooks-Herring theory. In the analysis of Yanchev et &I an 
attempt was made to correct the Fermi energy for the effects 
of finite temperatureg electron-electron exchange interaction 
and band tailing. They give the corrected Fermi energy EFrcl' asq 
Evr- - Evr + AM-, + AE-ze + AEIý59 -3.5-9 
where the corrections for electron-oloctron exchange 
interactiong band tailing And -Finite temperature are 
respectivelY9 
- -. 2k.  
-TI, 
-Y-2 9 
-3.5-10 
-s. -'i 
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3.5.4 Correlated Impurity Distributions. 
-3.5-12 
In the previous section the Importance of the assumption 
that the impurities were uncorrelated was noted. An 
alternative approachg and Indeed a physically reasonable one 
is that there is some correlation between impurities in the 
crystal. This was considered by Falicov and Cuevas"04,1 with 
respect to the problem of non-linear screening, and they 
concluded that the correlation functions were likely to be 
complicated. Yanchav et al"c"*' considered correlation between 
impurities due to the coulomb forces between ionized 
impLirities in the melt and were able to derive the reduced 
dependence of mobility on carrier concentration at 77K that is 
observed experimentally in GaAs. In their expression for the 
screening length they replace the second term in the brackets 
in equation 3.5-2 by a term describing the Ionic screening of 
a plasma of ionized impurities. The Debye screening length is 
given by, 
=m eý. Nz T9 IR. 1 
a.. «. kaT : F. - 
In. the total screening length Is given by, 
[. j]ý - [j_]= 
R R. Rem 
-3.5-13 
-3.5-14 
where now the of-fact of screening by impurities is dependent 
on the tomperAtureq Tm, at which the diffusion of impurities 
in the malt effectively stops. Howeverg it seems likely that 
the correlation effects should also depend on the degree of 
compensation, as well as the growth technique used. Indeed in 
a recent paper Yanchev et &ICICO-71 indicate that the 
compensation can have a marked affect on T.. They give values 
of T. in GaAs for compensation ratios, 0, of 0.0,, 0.1., 0.2 and 
0.3 as 90OK9 1025K9 1150K. and 1300K, respectively. The 
modified expression for the drift mobility limited by 
scattering from a correlated distribution of impurities is 
given by Yanchev et al"0ý431 as, 
ja - eßku=R. Eo=. t -3.5-15 
oc , yc, ý . m- 
where yc, ý is given by 3.5-7 with R replaced by 3.5-14. a, is 
given by, 
1 dy. wrfc(E.. y/4yi - E, ý/Y, ) i-6 
rO 
I+V+ (R. /R. ) ý' 
+I 
-r 
dy. erfc(E. y/4y,, - Ew/yi) -3.5-16 T6 I yEl +y+ (R. /R. Fil3 
where 
Nxe, *R 1+2. R= R. -u+ tan-' ( 3.5-17 
2n (a. a. ) ZE 
I 
_13 
IV 
R. 
)]]- 
The importance of such effects will be discussed in later 
chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES. 
4.1 Sample Preparation. 
4.1.1 Introduction. 
All the experimental work reported in this thesis was 
obtained from Hall effect and resistivity measurements made on 
semiconducting samples using the van der Pauw technique"0031, 
To minimize the errors associated with the position and size 
of the ohmic contacts clover leaf patterns were usually used. 
Samples were prepared by two techniquesq ultrasonic cutting, 
for bulk materialq and photolithographically defined etching, 
for epitaxial material. Howeverg some samples prepared in 
other laboratories have also been measured during the course 
of this work. Consequently alternative methods9 particularly 
air abrasion, have also been used although they will not be 
described here. In the next two sections sample preparation by 
ultrasonic cutting and chemical etching will be described. 
4.1.2 Clover Leaf Preparation by Ultrasonic Cutting. 
This technique was exclusively used for bulk material. The 
sample slice to be prepared was fixed, polished side down, to 
a glass slide with shellac wax and located under the 
appropriate size cutting tool, which consisted of a bronze 
cylinder with the sample shape hallowed into one and. This 
cutting tool was screwed into the arm of an ultrasonic 
vibrator. A suspension of tungsten carbide granules In waterg' 
applied to the sampleg acts as the abrasive material. Care 
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must be taken using this technique to ensure that the cutting 
is stopped as soon as it is completedg otherwise the sample 
may be fractured by subsequent vibration within the cutting 
tool Itself. 
4.1.3 Clover Leaf Preparation by Etching. 
Clover leaf samples were prepared from spitaxial material 
by defining photolithographically the area to be etched. 
Initially the sample slice was cleaned, first in boiling 
methanol, then in boiling trichloroethlyene and finally in 
iso-propyl alcohol vapour to remove grease and any other 
deposits that may have accumulated on the surface prior to 
preparation. Three layers of Shipley AZ 1350H positive 
photoresist were then applied to the surfacaq and the slice 
spun at 8000 r. p. m. for 1 minute. This produces a uniform 
layer of photoresist approximately 0.7 pm thick. The sample 
was then prebaked for 20 minutes at 80*C to harden the resist, 
after which time the negative mask of the clover leaf was 
placed over the sample and exposed to ultraviolet light for 15 
minutes. The 
, 
resist was then developed in A 100sl mixture of 
HýO and NaDH and then the unexposed photoresist could be 
washed away. 
Subsequently the sample was baked for 30 minutes at 1200C 
to further harden the resist. The spitaxial layer and about 10 
pm of the substrate was then etched away using a mixture of 
H2SD, *q -HaMP9 and, H=O, in. the ratio 311119 which at 50*C gives 
an etch rat* of approximately 2 pm/minuts. The sample was then 
thoroughly__ washed , in, delonized water and the 
photoresistive mask to reveal the-clover, leaf 
samplaq by-immersing the sample, in acetone for a short, period. 
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4.1.4 Contact Fabrication. 
Ohmic contacts were made by one of two methodst 
I) For some samples wire leads warm placed on In dot% 
located at the edges of the four clover leaves and then 
alloyed into the sample In a hydrogen/nitrogen atmosphere, 
having previously bubbled the gas through HCI to clean the 
surfaces. Alloying temperatures just greater than the contact 
melting temperature were used for a duration of two minutes. 
ii) Contact regions on the sample were 
photolithographically definedg using an appropriate mask and a 
technique similar to that described In the previous section. 
The contact surfaces were then etched for 20 seconds in a 
20t41l mixture of H=O, HmO7 and NHm, and rinsed in deionized 
water. Contactsq mitherý Au-Sn/Ni or Au-Se/Ni. were then 
evaporated onto the sample and alloyed in a furnace at 425*C 
for 5 minutes. As phosphorus has a very high vapour pressure 
and can thus evaporate from the sample surface at the elevated 
alloying temperatures, such samples as necessary were alloyed 
in a glass capsule with an InP-lined interior and with the 
surfaces covered by an InP layer. Electrical connection to the 
contacts was made with 1/1000 inch gold wire using a Dage 
Precima Industries TSB21EH pulse tip bonder. 
4.2 Automated Low Temperature Apparatus. 
4.2.1 Hall Coefficient and Resistivity Measurement. 
The Hall voltage and resistivity of semiconductor samples 
was measured by the van der Pauw technique"00-10" using the 
clover leaf samples describe previously. This has the 
advantage over the conventional Hall bar of only requiring 
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four contacts on the perimeter of the sample. This makes 
possible measurements on small samples of arbitrary shapaq but 
requires an increased number of measurements. It is necessary 
in the van der Pauw technique to take measurements across 
different pairs of contacts in order to correct for sample 
geometry. This requires the Interchanging of the current and 
voltage leads as is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. Only 
four configurations are assentialv but to obtain the maximum 
information twenty were taken, where these include reversals 
of both electric current and magnetic field. These are 
commonly, used to eliminate thermally generated voltages 
produced by the Nernst and Righi-Leduc effects"I"'. The 
resistivity, pq in ohms-cm is calculated usingg 
ut . R. + Rt.. f [R. -4.2-1 f n-2 --i- Rt. 
where R. and Rft are the resistances as defined in Figure 4.1. 
t is the sample thickness in cm and f(R. /Rft) is a 
dimensionless quantity dependent only on the ratio R. /Rft, and 
in given by-van der Pauw'1110"' as 
-F(R. )- 1- (R. - R&,. )-2 In2 - (R. - Rt. ), * 
Rt. R. + Ri. 2 R. + Rt. 
QnZý - UnZý -4.2-2 
4 12 
1 
provided R. and Rft are almost equal. The Hall coefficientg 
RmO9 in cmýC-z is gi. ven by, 
Rmu m 10a. tAR. 
B -4.2-3 
where AR. Is the change in resistance R. when a magnetic field 
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of B Gauss is applied perpendicular to the sample. 
The van der Pauw technique, and hence equations 
4.2-1-4.2-3, Is only valid If two basic assumptions are 
satisfied. Firstly that the contacts are infinitely small and 
secondly that they are located on the periphery of the sample. 
Errors are incorporated when this Is not the case'l which may 
be reduced by using a clover leaf shaped sample"O"'), although 
even here some shorting of the electric field by the contacts 
cannot be avoided. For the sample geometries used here RHII is 
likely to be -3% low and a -1-2% low. Even under these 
conditions it is necessary that, within the conducting regiong 
the sample is homogeneous. Although surface and interface 
effects, which may be significant for thin apilayers, can be 
taken Into account"I". gross inhomogeneities produce 
anomalous resultsc"031, 
The current and voltage switching required by the van der 
Pauw technique is achieved in the automated apparatus by a set 
of sixteen programmable relays that allow any combination of 
voltage and current connections to the sample to be made. The 
system uses read relays which exhibit -20pV of noise due to 
thermal and contact resistance effects. This limits the range 
of samples and temperatures over which accurate measurements 
can conveniently be taken as signal levels <O. ImV may have 
significant associated errors. 
The arrangement of electrical connections to the sample via 
the relays is shown in Figure 4.2. A constant current-supply 
was used to give currents in'the range J. OpA to 1O. OmA. The 
current supply was not directly programmable but remained 
constant to within 0.1% during the course of an, experiment. "A 
Keithley 1930-Voltmeter with a resolution of 0-11W was used to 
monitor the voltages. 
The experimental technique also requires the programmable 
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switching of the magnetic field. This was accomplished by 
heavy duty 10A relays which were in turn controlled by two 
programmable relays. The simple circuit used for this is shown 
in Figure 4.3 and has the important characteristic that the 
magnet coils are protected from going open-circuit through 
both the computer program and through the circuit design. The 
magnetic field was not monitored during the experimentq but it 
was checked intermitently, and was found to remain constant to 
within 3%. 
4.2.2 Cryostat and Vacuum System. 
Samples were mounted on voroboard and located in a static 
helium atmosphere exchange gasq within an Oxford Instruments 
DN704 cryostat. Although pumping cycles for this cryostat of 
approximatley one month were quotedg it was found necessary 
to pump continuously using a standard rotary and diffusion 
pump arrangement with a cold trap to ensure the best 
temperature stability performancog any reduction of the vacuum 
within the cryostat being detrimental to this. 
The temperature of the sample was measured by a 
gold-iron-chromal thermocouple mounted on the heat exchanger. 
The cold Junction_of the thermocouple was Immersed in liquid 
nitrogeng and the output signal from the thermocouple was used 
by a programmable Oxford Instruments 3120 three term 
temperature controller to sot and maintain the required 
temperature. Temperature stabilities of ft0.1K were normalg 
although the switching of the magnetic field did cause 
transients in the thermocouple output. These however, were 
found to be Insignificant for temperatures down to 77K. 
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r- -- -1 
Figure 4.3 Automatic/ manual magnetic 
field switching circuit. 
I 
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4.2.3 Computer Controlled Data Acquisition. 
Using the experimental arrangement outlined proviouslyl 
fully automated data acquisition of Hall effect and 
resistivity measurements between 77-450K could be made. A 
Commodore "Pot" was used to run the experiment using standard 
IEEE-488 instructions to control the various peripheral 
devices. Data obtained during the course of an experiment was 
printed out as the experiment proceededg while options also 
allowed for this data to be stored on cassette tape or floppy 
disc for later retrieval. Graphical output could also be 
obtained at the and of each experiment. A listing of the 
computer program is not given here, but a generalized flow 
diagram of the program is shown in Figure 4.4. 
Two blocks shown in Figure 4.4 warrant further comment 
because of their practical importance. These concern the 
program*s assessment of the stability of the temperature and 
the acquired data. If the limits set are too strict the 
experiment will "hang-up". while if they are too lax 
unnecessarily noisy results are acquired. We used the 
following criteria. The temperature was monitored at 
approximately one second intervals during the "Is Temperature 
Stable? " period, and was required to remain constant to within 
*0.2K for five minutes for a set of measurements to be taken. 
This allows not only for the thermocouple temperature to 
stabilize, but for the sample temperature in the exchange gas 
to come into equilibrium with the heater exchange block and 
typically resulted in a data acquisition rate of three points 
per hours The second problem is the accuracy of the acquired 
voltage data. For each configuration, six measurements of. -the 
voltage across a pair of contacts were taken, If the data was 
either monotonically Increasing or '-decreasing, or if the, 
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standard deviation was greater than'a specified value for a 
given voltage range the 'data was reJected and a now set of 
measurements taken. These simple tests ensured results with 
low random errors. Systematic errors areq by their very 
natural harder to quantify. Typical uncertainties wars 
associated -with sample uniformityg effects of Interface and 
substrate regions where appropriate, and with the accurate 
calibration of the magnetic field. These problems will be 
discussed where appropriate in later chapters. 
4.2.4 Experimental Limitations. 
This experimental arrangement was found to be adequate for 
all measurements on non semi-insulating samples in the range 
77-450K. However, if the the temperature range is extended 
down to liquid Helium temperaturesq electric field dependent 
Impact Ionisation of donors means that reduced current 
densities must be used"'-s". The reduced signal levels thus 
obtained require the use of low noise relaysq perhaps driven 
by the relays used presently. Alternatively a system such as 
the Solatron Minato Scanner could be used, where noise levels 
as low as -1; 1V should be achievable. The effects of 
thermocouple voltage transientsq arising from the magnetic 
field switching, on the temperature stability of. the sample 
will also require further assessment. 
4.3 High Pressure Apparatus. 
4.3.1 Introduction, I; 
We- have also, undertaken Hall-effect and resistivity 
measurements . as, 'ý a ý'ý f unct i on of ý hydrostat ic pressure 9' aLt room 
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temperature using a piston and cylinder apparatus developed at 
the SERC High Pressure facility at the Standard 
Telecommunication Laboratories (STU9 Harlow. Pressures in the 
range 0-8 kbar were obtainable at Surrey with this systems 
while pressures upto 15 kbar were obtainable using the STL 
system. The technique Is non-destructive and consequently has 
the advantage of enabling a number of experiments to be 
performed on one sample. 
4.3.2 Piston and Cylinder Apparatus. 
A schematic diagram of the piston and cylinder apparatus 
used to achieve pressures in the range 0-8 kbar is shown in 
Figure 4. Z. The cylinder is made of hot-worked die steel and 
has an outer diameter of 12.7cm and a height of 11.5cm. This 
is located inside a steel ring, of outer diameter 15.8cm, to 
confine any cylinder fracture. The cylinder is elastic to 
12kbar, and has been tested to 10kbar. The cylinder Is hold 
down by steel straps to prevent it rising on unloading, and 
safety spacers are placed between the cylinder and the die to 
prevent crushing in the event of a sudden leak. 
The thrust piston, also shown in Figure 4.5. is made of 
hardened tool steel and is 29.2mm in diameter. Leads to 
contact terminals at the and of the piston are passed out of 
the pressure chamber via hardened silver steel terminals 
ground into ceramic sleeves and then through a hole down the 
piston axis. Piston backing pads separate the pistons from the 
die setq and U-grooves have been milled into them to 
accommodate the electrical leads. Extrusion of the silver 
steel terminals down the holes is expected to be the practical 
limitation of the pistons compressive strongthq but it has-not 
proved a problem In routine measurements In either the 8 or 
K- 
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the 15 kbar systems. 
The piston face accommodates eight silver steel terminals, 
evenly distributed. Four of the terminals are used for 
electrical connections to the test sample while-the remaining 
four are used to. provide electrical connections to a 
chromel-alumel thermocouple, for monitoring the sample 
temperature, and the toroidal electromagnet consisting of a 
coil of -250 turns of 0.18 mm enamelled copper wire wrapped 
round a torold of mumetal with a pole gap of 1.0 mm and a pole 
surface area of 0.5 cm'21. A constant current of 60 mA produces 
a magnetic field of 500 *. 100 Gauss. For such currents the 
heating effects due to the coil resistance are negligible and 
the magnetic field is thought to vary by less than 1% over the 
pressure range used. 
Similar silver steel contacts on the bottom piston provide 
electrical connections to a heater coil and a manganin gauge. 
The heater coil allows temperatures up to -40*C to be 
achievedg while the manganin gauge allows the direct 
measurement of hydrostatic pressure to- be made using the 
expressiong 
1 ln [R (P) 
ZR (0) 
where R(P) and R(O) are the resistances of the manganin gauge 
at a pressure of P kbarsq and at atmospheric pressure 
respectively. the fractional change in the resistance of 
the manganin wire per kbarv has been given by Peggs as 
2.3xIO`5kbar-1 111". 
The liquid pressure transmitting medium used was castor oil 
for pressures in the range O-B kbarg and a III mixture of amyl 
alcohol and castor oil for the range 0-15 kbar. Significantly 
fl 
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above these maximum working pressures the fluid freezes 
resulting in non-hydrostatic pressures being applied to the 
sample. Changes In pressure resulted in changes in temperature 
which typically required 15 minutes to return to ambient. 
Sealing between the piston and cylinder is accomplished by 
a combination of a neoprene "O-ring" and a phosphor bronze 
ring. Sealing below -4 kbar is achieved by the 110-ring",, and 
above -6 kbar by the phosphor bronze ring. Consequently 
leakage is most likely in the range 4-6 kbarg where special 
care was taken although leaks were rare. 
The clover leaf samples were mounted between Insulating 
plastic sheets and clamped to a bronze U-shaped frame. The 
1/1000 inch gold wire, or 0.18 mm copper wire was fixed to the 
plastic sheeting with silver dag and insulated copper wire was 
then laid over the silver dag and the leads sandwiched between 
the plasic sheeting and clamped in place in the U-shaped 
frame. The frame was then located between the poles of the 
toroidal magnet which was fixed by a nylon screw to the top, 
flat face of the thrust piston. The frame was then secured 
firmly to the magnet by wrapping PTFE tape around both. It was 
then possible to *older the Insulated copper leads to the 
silver steel connections and perform an experiment without 
causing the sample to move. 
The sampleg thus mounted to the piston was then immersed in 
the liquid medium by' carefully Placing ths'piston into the 
cylinder bore. The trapping of air was minimized by over 
filling the cylinder with fluld'and allowing some'to leak out 
prior to the Initial' seal being" made. The I top din 'was then 
lowered slowly 'onto the piston ensuring that the electrical 
leads are located correctly in the grooves. Pressure was then 
applied to the die ý'set by a' 60-ton press. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRON 
MOBILITY IN InP. 
5.1 Introduction. 
Hall affect and resistivity measurements were made on a set 
of samples with room temperature carrier concentrations in the 
range 4x1O'4-l. 5xIOIicm--25 as a function of temperatureq in the 
range 77-45OK9 and as as function of pressureq at room 
temperature, in the range O-Bkbar. The results obtained for 
the variation of the electron Hall mobility with temperature 
and pressure are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.3 respectively. 
The corresponding variations in the Hall carrier concentration 
are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4. 
5.2 High Purity VPE InP. 
If we initially consider the temperature dependent results 
shown in Figure 5.1 we see that in the purest material the 
electron mobility Is limited at all but the lowest 
temperatures by intrinsic phonon scattering processes. The 
results are well described theoretically by the solid curves 
in Figure 5.1. These were obtained using an Iterative solution 
of the Boltzmann equ ation USBE) including piezoelectric, 
polar-opticq and deformation potential 
'scattering and 
the 
material parameters given in-chapter 2. The best agreement was 
obtained with a deformation potentialg E^cv of 11.5eV. This 
value must -be compared with those frequently quoted in the 
literature. Rods has used values varying from 6. BeVI-4ý1 to 
14.5@VC70)0 Potter"10) using a Matthiesson's rule analysis 
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19 -3 distribution of impurities (nel. 2xlo cm , e-ox). 
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obtained best agreement to his data with E^=-18.5eV. Nag and 
Dutta analysed the same dat&411&30 and found that best 
agreement was obtained with E^c-18. OoV using an ISBE_ type 
calculation. Hamilton"1171 however, criticized this analysis 
an the basis of the low electron effective mass used and 
concluded that E^=-14.5oV was more appropriate. 'Clearly then 
there is still some uncertainty over the VAIUS of EAc. This is 
important as Walukiewicz at have used EA=-6. BeV when 
calculating their widely used "look-up" tables to determine 
the impurity content of samples. Any error in E^c will thus be 
manifest in the impurity concentration so determined. There 
are two,, rather differentg factors that support a value of 
E^c-11.5&V. 
Firstly, for the purest samples shown in Figures 5.1 and 
5.29 we have self-consistently fitted to both the Hall 
mobility and the Hall carrier concentration. To do this we 
determined r"'i'M from the ISBE assuming initially that 
ro-i'M-1.0. We can then calculate the temperature dependence 
of the real or "drift" carrier concentration by correcting the 
measured carrier concentration using the calculated scattering 
factors (we call this quantity the "drift" carrier 
concentration by analogy with equation 3.2-1). Then using the 
now drift carrier concentration we' can recalculate the Hall 
scattering factor, and proceed cyclically until the results 
converge. Normally this takes -4 cycles. Such an analysis has, 
to our knowledgel not been 'published previously for InP9 
although Look ý and Colter'110-'# 'have'used a variation of this 
technique for'G&As. Using this'approach we fitted the results 
for the two carri I or concentration samples in Figures 
5.1 ind, 5.2 by' the solid curves, where the calculated "drift" 
carrier -concentration Is shown by the dashed-curve in Figure 
562. ý Notethat the''dip in the''measur-id" carrier concentration 
- so - 
is removed by this technique. This analysis has also been 
applied to mobility and carrier concentration measurement* 
made on VPE InP by Anderson at al"141-1 over the temperature 
range 4-30OK9 where the carrier concentration is thermally 
activated. Their results for the temperature dependence of the 
carrier concentration and the Hall mobility of one sample are 
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively by the circles. The 
squares in the former figure denote the calculated values of 
the "drift" carrier concentration obtained by self-consistent 
calculations using the ISBE. Using equation 2.3-2 we obtained 
the fits shown to the temperature dependence of both the Hall 
and the "drift" carrier concentration. The concentrations of 
donors and acceptors, and the donor binding energies are given 
in Figure 5.5. Using these valuesq and now with no further 
adJustable parameters the temperature dependence of the Hall 
mobility shown by the full curvesq and the drift mobility 
shown by the dashed curves in Figure 5.6 were obtained. The 
agreement with experiment is very good when the scattering 
factor corrections are incorporatedg the slight overestimate 
of the mobility at low temperatures being attributable to the 
omission of neutral impurity scattering in the ISBE 
calculations. 
From these figures it is apparent that without including 
corrections for the Hall scattering factor we cannot obtain 
agreement with both the mobility and carrier concentration. In 
other samples analysed, as with the one described abovev 
including these corrections results in a modified donor 
binding energy, E. @9 and compensation ratio, 0. Generally the 
the compensation is slightly reduced,, while the donor binding 
energy is increased. 
A second test of_ E, %c=11.5eV is to fit the pressure 
dependence of the Hall mobility shown by the solid curve In 
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Figure 5.3 using an ISBE calculation which now incorporates 
the pressure dependence of the material parameters discussed 
in chapter 2. Again consistently good agreement is obtained 
with the data for the pure samples. Moreover, because the 
predominant effect of pressure is to increase the electron 
effective mass we observe that as pDP cc m-25112, while 
p-o oc we can estimate the effect of - changes in E^c on 
the pressure dependence of the mobility, particularly for 
large values of E^c. This is indicated in Figure 5.7. This 
figure shows the relative change in the Hall mobility in Bkbar 
as a function of the room temperature mobility at atmospheric 
pressure. The solid curve is the pressure dependence of the 
mobility calculated by the ISBE assuming E^a-11.5eV. The two 
dotted curves in the high mobility region, labelled E^==6. BeV 
and E^c-14.5eV9 indicate the predicted variation calculated 
for the deformation potentials used by Walukiewicz et al(639*1 
and Rode'-"" respectively. The smaller deformation potential 
tends to give improved agreement, but the results are not very 
sensitive to the choice of E^c here as the pressure dependence 
is dominented by that of polar-optic, phonon scattering. 
However, higher deformation potentialsq such as 14.5@V, 
clearly degrade the agreement with high, purity matarlalg and 
lead to an upper limit for E^c of about 12eV. 
5.3 High Carrier Concentration Samples. 
For samples with increased doping levels wo. observe the 
very well known decrease, in the low temperature mobility 
associated 
. with - electron scattering from ionized impurities. 
More interestinglyg we also observe., & consistent increase in 
the pressure dependence- of the -electron, mobility- with 
IncreasingJ raw CArrier! 
_., 
ý concentration. ý -Considering SqUAtion 
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3.5-1 it might be thought that as Mmm w compared to an 
effective exponentg 69 In P cc m--4 of d=1.21 for pure 
material. that the pressure dependence of the electron 
mobility would decrease with increasing carrier concentration. 
Indeadq Just such an affect is prodictadq as indicated by the 
solid curve in Figure 5.7. However, the decrease is not as 
large as the above simple arguments predict and at higher 
carrier concentrations the pressure dependence of the mobility 
increases. This effect is due to the varying degeneracy of the 
electron gas, which at very high carrier concentrations 
constrains the electrons to scatter within -kaT of the Fermi 
energy. This results in a value of d5e2c'00)9 which is 
effectively reduced to that predicted using the ISBE because 
of the conduction band non-parabolicity. 
However, it Is apparent from Figures 5.3 and 5.7 that as 
the carrier concentration increases and the mobility decreases 
there is an increasingly largo discrepancy between theory and 
experimentq until for the sample with no. 4 -1.2x10141cm-ýI. p- 
-890cmO/Vs. the experimental change in the mobility with 
pressure In ekbar is -50% greater than predicted 
theoretically. At intermediate and high carrier concentrations 
there are a number of well known limitations associated with 
the Brooks-Herring theory of Ionized impurity scattering which 
we have outlined previously, and to which we shall return. It 
is interesting to notet howeverg that the deviation between 
theory and experiment is already apparent for the sample with 
nm-7x101"cm`. This- sample has a ca rrier concentration for 
which the Barn approximation is still validq and is also 
sufficiently low that multiple impurity scattering should be 
insigni4icantc"211. However, if we use the 77K data of 
Walukiewicz ot al. we find that the sample should have a 
compensation of -0.25. Using this impurity content data but 
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our values of Ej%c In the ISBE we calculate the dashed curve 
shown in Figure 5.1. Clearly the agreement is rather poor 
toward the higher temperature region. This is not perhaps 
surprising considering that our values of E^c are consistently 
higher than those of Walukiewicz at &I. 
It is apparent that whatever value of E^= is chosen no 
consistent agreement can be obtained for the broad range of 
carrier concentrations considered here. For example, to obtain 
improved agreement at higher temperatures one option is to 
reduce the impurity concentration, but this removes the good 
agreement at 77K. Alternatively decreasing E^c would increase 
the high temperature mobility, while hardly affecting that at 
77K. However, a reduced value of EAc results in poor agreement 
with the experimental results obtained for pure material. The 
only consistent solution could be obtained If E^c were to be 
some function of nm! Even if we were to admit such a 
possibility the predicted pressure dependence of the mobility 
shown by the dashed curve in Figure 5.3 indicates that a 
deformation potential that increases with increasing nm would 
be required to give improved agreement with the results in 
Figure 5.3. as gD, - oc We therefore conclude that it is 
not possible to obtain agreement between theory and experiment 
over the ranges of pressure, temperature and carrier 
concentration considered if the Brooks-Herring theory of 
ionized impurity scattering is employed. 
, An alternative explanation of this discrepancy is that a 
now extrinsic electron scattering mechanism is-important in 
these samples. Such-mechanisms as scattering from space-charge 
regions and the central-calls of impurities have been invoked 
previously to, account, -for ý discrepancies in GaAs (see next 
chapter) and - 
have, 
_ also -,. 
been di SCUSsed with respect to 
InPC: L=ZI! D. However, for, space-charge, scattering,, pac cc 
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while for central-call scattering pcc Thus if 
space-charge scattering were significant the presssure 
dependence of the mobility would be reduced, while if 
central-call scattering was dominant the mobility would 
Increase with Increasing pressure. Consequently neither of 
these additional scattering mechanisms gives improved 
agreement with our results. 
There are a number of alternative possibilities. Firstly we 
have neglected the effect of electron-electron scattoringg 
which, according to Figure 3.1 can significantly reduce the 
ionized impurity limited mobility. Futhermore we see from this 
figure that, dCpm*4(e-e)3/dEEw/kmT3 >, 09 which means that the 
increase in m"* with pressure leads to a slow lowering of the 
Fermi energy as the carrier concentration remains unaltered as 
shown in Figure 5.4. The resulting increase in 
electron-electron scattering would enhance the pressure 
dependence of the mobility. However, if this were the case one 
would expect to sea improved agreement again at very high 
carrier concentrations where d1psF4(e-e)3/dEEs-/knT3 - 0. This 
is not observed as is apparent from Figure 5.7. 
Another possibility is that the disagreement is associated 
with the breakdown of the Born approximation for carrier 
concentrations 5xlO"cm-ý'. We have calculated the pressure 
dependence of the mobility limited by ionized impurity 
scattering using the phase shift analysis of Mayor and 
Bartolill'"". This technique does not invoke the Born 
approximation but even so the predicted pressure, deplandence of 
the mobility, shown by the dott ad curve in Figures 5.3 and 
5.7, although slightly more pressure sensitive, still shows a 
significant discrepancy with the sample with a carrier 
concentration of 5.3XIO17CM-M. Consequently it seems that the 
failure of the Born approximation in not responsible for the 
discrepancy between theory and experiment. 
Yet another approach is to consider corrections associated 
with multiple impurity scattering and impurity dressing 
effects. Such corrections have been calculated by Moore for 
SaAs"00,10130, We have repeated the calculations for InP and 
the various corrections to the Brooks-Herring theoryg as given 
in equation 3.5-3. were shown in Figure 3.2. It is clear from 
this figure that such an analysis reduces the ionized impurity 
limited mobility of the 1.2xl0l'lcm-ý5 sample by about 6% at 
room temperature, this being predominantly due to corrections 
for higher Born approximations. At lower concentrations, 
-101-7cm-ý59 the multiple scattering factor predominates and 
reduces the impurity limited mobility by -50%. However, our 
calculations also indicate that these corrections are 
relatively insensitive to pressure, and lead to no significant 
differences from the solid curve shown in Figure 5.7. So again 
we see no improved agreement with experiment. It thus seems 
clear that none of the previous arguments alone are sufficient 
to explain the experimental results obtained for the pressure 
dependence of the mobility. It is possible that some complex 
combination of the above mechanisms may provide Improved 
agreement over a limited carrier concentration range; e. g. at 
intermediate carrier concentrations a combination of 
electron-electron scattering and Mayor and Bartoli's phase 
shift analysis may give improved agreement. However, no 
combination of the above mechanisms Is satisfactory over the 
whole range of carrier concentrationsj and in particular none 
can explain the high pressure dependence of the mobilitV in 
the highest carrier concentration sample. 
- 89 - 
5.4 Impurity Correlation Effects. 
All the modifications to the Brooks-Herring theory so far 
considered assume a random impurity distribution. Yanchev at 
all"I'01 have considered the affect of a non-random impurity 
distribution. They found that it describes well the variation 
of mobility with carrier concentration in GaAs at 77K9 in the 
rigime where several impurities can be found within a 
screening length. The correlation of impurities is accounted 
for in terms of an additional ionic screening resulting from 
the plasma of ionized impurities in the malt during growth. 
This additional Debye scresening is characterized by a 
temperature, T., at which impurity diffusion effectively 
stops. Consequently we can regard the impurity distribution in 
the sample to be a "snap-shot" at that temperature. Yanchav at 
all" argue that T. N 900K in uncompensated LPE GaAs as 
discussed in chapter 3. If we assume a similar temperature for 
InP. - and calculate the pressure dependence of the electron 
mobility, in, the l. 2xl011'11cm--3 sample with zero compensation 
using Matthiessen's, rule we obtain the dot-dashed curve in 
Figure 5.3. Clearly the agreement in very good. In Figure 5.7 
wo, show-the calculated variation of the pressure dependence of 
, 
the Hall -mobility by the dot-dashed curve. The theory, as 
derived by Yanchav, only applies in the limit of high 
degeneracyi -. the character istic energy, Ewj used in equation 
3.5-15 goes negative Implying a negative mobility, at 'lower 
electron concentrations! The characteristic electron energy 
under.. Such circumstances is no longer well described byý EM. 
-,, 
Also__the- theory In only appropriate if, the magnitude of'the 
potential fluctuations (e3m*v for ý 1.2xlOIL'7cmrý sample) are 
-small,,,, 
compared to: the -characteristic .. eler-tran'. energy 
, -,, ý(-190MUV), 
is. parturbation, -theory, is, vaild., ýClearly "for--the 
- 90 - 
highly doped sample considered here both these criteria are 
well satisfied. 
We have also calculated the temperature dependence of the 
mobilityv and assuming a Matthiessen's rule analysis we 
obtained the dot-dashed curve shown In Figure 5.1. Again we 
see rather, good agreement, and it must be emphasized again 
that this was calculated assuming that the sample was 
uncompensated. Thus Impurity correlation effects reduce the 
electron mobility. This can be understood qualitatively. The 
distorted conduction band arising due to potential 
fluctuations causes a lowering of the Fermi level and a 
decrease in the electron mobility as a result of the reduced 
electron kinetic energy. This effect is' described in the 
Yanchav theory by including the corrections given by equations 
3.5-10-3.5-12. 
If the previous discussion is correct this clearly has 
important consequences for the determination of impurity 
concentrations. For example, in Figure 5.8 we show the 
variation of the Hall and drift mobility with from carrier 
concentration, at 30OK9 for a variety of compensation ratios 
as calculated by the ISBE using the Brooks-Herring model of 
Ionized impurity scattering. Also shown is the curve of 
Walukiewicz at &I for the drift mobility in uncompensated 
InP("&1O, as well as the results of Anderson at al(122ý 
obtained on many samples with a variety of dopants. A 
comparison of the ISBE curves and the experimental data 
clearly supports the idea discussed elsewhere that 
autocampensation reduces the mobility In highly doped 
material""". Note that some of the experimental mobilities 
in the carrier concentration range -7x101&-jO1"cm-3 exceed the 
ISBE calculations. This apparent discrepancy is removed when 
screening of polar-optic phonons is included as indicated by 
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the dot-dashed curve in Figure 5. e. Rode" did not include 
screening of polar optic phonons, but it was incorporated in 
the calculations of Walukiewicz at al. It is also interesting 
to notice thatq as discussed by Anderson at that 
there is no systematic difference between samples with 
different dopants. This casts doubt on the significance of 
central-call scattering as different dopants are likely to 
have different central-call corrections. Also the samples 
appear to depart from the e=O ISBE curve including the 
screened polar phonon mechanism at similar mobilities to those 
where the difference between ISBE Brooks-Herring theory and 
the pressure dependence of the mobility of Figure 5.7 becomes 
significant. It seems unlikely that this is coincidental. By 
Including at high impurity concentrations the Yanchav rather 
than the Brooks-Herring model for ionized impurity scattering 
and combining the mobility components assuming Matthiessen's 
rulaq which is valid at such high carrier concentrations, we 
obtained the dot-dot-dashad curve shown In Figure 5. e. Clearly 
the agreement is very good and implies that most of the 
samples are relatively uncompensated. 
We show in Figure 5.9 the variation of mobility with 
carrier concentration at 77K. Note that all the experimental 
results of Anderson at al'"'ý" lie below the 0-0 curve. The 
curve of Walukiewicz at all--, for e-0 is also given and 
screening of the polar-phonon interaction is not significant 
at this temperature. It is interesting to note that a recent 
result by di Forte-Poisson at al'1ý411 I shown by the cross in 
Figure 3.9 lies slightly above both our curve and the curve of 
Walukiewicz at al, for e=0.0. At higher carrier concentrations 
a consistent compensation ratiog en[O. 3 can be interpreted in 
terms of correlation offacts"c'41. It remains to be shown 
whether correlation effects are responsible for the &pparent 
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autocomponsation down to carrier concentrations as low as 
7xlOlOcm-ý, and whether these samples also exhibit an 
increased pressure dependent mobility compared to pure 
material at those temperatures. 
In Figure 5.10 the calculated temperature dependence of the 
low magnetic field limit Hall scattering factor is shown 
calculated using the ISBE and including the Brooks-Herring 
ionized impurity scattering. Figure 5.10 (a) shows the 
temperature dependence of r64 for a range of fixed carrier 
concentrations in uncompensated InP9 while Figure 5.10 (b) 
shows the temperature dependence of r" for a fixed carrier 
concentration of 1011cm-25 with a variety of compensation 
ratios. The accurate calculation of these curves should now 
allow the theory to be tested further. Preliminary analysis of 
the results of Anderson at &14"esll indicate that this is 
possible although their results are difficult to analyse 
because of magneto-resistance effects that were not eliminated 
In their experiments. 
Finallyq with respect to the Hall scattering factor in InP. 
it is interesting to note that Walukiewicz at al indicate that 
r" is within 10% of unity at 77K so that no correction is 
neccessary to convert Hall to drift mobilities. This is 
apparently based on Rode's analysis4A-=) which, however, only 
refers to ideally pure material. The results of theoretical 
calulations shown In Figuri 5.10 indicate that for a wide 
variety of carrier concentrations and compensation ratios rm 
Is significantly greater than unity at Me is. for 
n-1x1O125cm-ý. jp-7x1O'*cmý/Vs9 r"-1.2 even for magnetic fields of 
0.4 Tosla, a field of --1.4, Tesla being required to reduce r" 
to within 5% of unity. This of course presumes that the rm 
values calculated a, relcorrect, 
'which 
in turn requires the 
Brooks-HarrLng theory to be' valid at these carrier 
- 95 - 
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Figure 5.10 Temperature dependence of the Hall scattering factor 
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concentrations and temperatures. Any discrepancies observed 
may be explainable by Including the Yanchav model of impurity 
scattering. This remains Just speculation at present but 
high-pressure low-temperaturn high magnetic field transport 
measurements are planned to confirm or negate this idea. 
5.5 Conclusions. 
We have shown that accurate analysis of Hall effect and 
resistivity measurements requires that the effect of the Hall 
scattering factor be accurately included. Measurements of the 
electron Hall mobility as a function of pressure in pure InP 
support a value of E^m5E11.5eV. At high carrier concentrations 
the pressure dependence of the mobility indicates that the 
Brooks-Herring theory of scattering from ionized impurities is 
inadequate. Additional scattering from space-charge regions or 
scattering from the central-call of impurities gives no better 
agreement. Howeverg much improved agreement is obtained if 
potential fluctuations are included resulting from correlated 
impurity distributions as described by Yanchav at &I. Further, 
such a model eliminates the requirement for autocompenuation 
In highly doped samples. 
It seems likely that if such a mechanism is important in 
InP then it should also be apparent in other materials and in 
the next chapter we look for similar effects in GaAs. 
I 
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CHAPTER 6. 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRON 
MOBILITY IN GaAs. 
6.1 Introduction. 
This chapter is conveniently divided into three sections. 
Initially we consider the temperature and pressure dependence 
of the electron Hall mobility in LPE grown GaAs over a wide 
range of carrier concentrations. In subsequent sections we 
look at similar experiments made on GaAs grown by MBE9 and on 
bulk GaAs subJected to neutron transmutation doping. 
6.2 LPE GaAs. 
6.2.1 High purity LPE GaAs. 
As in the previous chapter, measurements of the Hall effect 
and resistivity have been made as a function of temperature 
and pressure, but this time on a number of LPE grown GaAs 
samplest with carrier concentrations in the range 
3xIO1ý-IxIO"Ocm-1. The results obtained are shown in Figures 
6.1-6.4. 
As in InP we observe that the temperature dependence of the 
mobility shown in Figure 6.1 is limited in high purity 
material by intrinsic phonon scattering mechanisms for 
temperatures above -100K. The theoretical dependences of the 
Hall mobility calcula ted using a self-consistent ISBE are 
shown by the solid curves in Figure 6.1. These were obtained 
with a value of E^c-9.0*V and the compensation ratios 
indicated in the figure, The dashed curves in Figure 6,2 are 
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the calculated "drift" carrier concentrations obtained 
by 
correcting the Hall carrier concentration for the affect of rH 
calulatod using the ISBE. We observe that this eliminates the 
anomalous dip in n" observed in the three purest samples. 
Clearly good agreement with the results for the pure material 
shown in both Figures 6.1 and 6.2 is obtained. 
In contrast to our conclusions regarding InP9 the 
deformation potential in GaAs is in good agreement with other 
published data. Look and Colter"I"I analysed very 
high 
mobility low compensation VPE grown GaAs and obtained a value 
of EAc-lOeV. Rode's value of 8.6eVc'*-ý" is in very close 
agreement, while the value of 7.0*V used by Walukiewicz at 
a19 w*, `5 31 appears Just slightly low although the mobilities 
given agree well with the ones presented here and the material 
parameters quoted by Walukiewicz at a14"431 accord well with 
our own in all other respects. 
The good agreement obtained for the deformation potential 
in GaAs also supports the value of E^= obtained in InP as a 
consistent discrepancy in both GaAs and InP might cast doubt 
on the accuracy of our theoretical calculations. 
Additional evidence for this value of E^= is shown by the 
solid line in Figure 6.3 which indicates the pressure 
dependence of the mobility for an uncompensated GaAs sample 
with a carrier concentration of lxlOllcm-ý5 calculated using 
'the 
ISBE with the pressure coefficients of the GaAs material 
parameters described iný'chapt*r 2. Good agreement is observed 
between the theoratical, curve and the -experimental results 
obtained for samples with similar carrier concentrations. This 
is perhaps indicated more clearly by the good agreement over 
the high mobility region of Figure 6.5 which shows the 
relative change in the Hall mobility to pressures of Bkbar 
plotted as a function of the mobility at atmospheric pressure. 
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6.2.2 High Carrier Concentration LPE GaAs. 
With increasing carrier concentration we observe 
experimentally an Increase in the pressure dependence of the 
Hall mobility as shown in Figure 6.3 as well as a reduction in 
the low temperature mobility shown in Figure 6.1. As was the 
case in InPq the pressure dependence of the mobility is 
accurately described only for high purity GaAs. As the carrier 
concentration increases, and the mobility decreases, the 
difference between standard theory and experiment becomes 
increasingly large. For the sample with a carrier 
concentration of 9.7xlOlQcm-ý5 the pressure dependence of the 
mobility is *, 60% larger than that predicted by the ISBE 
calculation. Note that this sample shows a small "trap-out" of 
free carriers (-2% in Bkbar), and is the only LPE GaAs sample 
that shows this effect. This can be attributed to loss of 
carriers to the L minima. This'occurs as a result of the high 
position of the Fermi level C-180meV above the bottom of the 
undoped conduction band) and the decrease of the r-L 
separation with pressurep to an extent that the energy gap 
between the Fermi level'and the minima has been reduced from 
-110moV at Okbar to -100meV at Bkbar. Note that this rather 
small difference is due to the lowering of the Fermi level 
with applied pressure as'a reau'lt, of the increased electron 
effective masse Such effects have-been included In the ISBE 
analysis although small changes of the measured carrier 
concentration- of thisý' type are found to have'no significant 
effect on the pressure'dep, ondenco'of'the-mobility. 
At interme diate carrier'conceýtrations "and 'mobilities as 
Indicated '-in' Figure ' 6.5 the discrepancy is still present 
4 althoUgh'not a's large. We'notire that" foi, ý"'the'- '-sample with, a, 
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carrier concentration of 1.7xjol7cm-ý, -for which the Born 
approximation is just still validg the temperature dependence 
of the mobility in Figure 6.1 is not well described by the 
dashed curve obtained from the ISBE. As argued in the previous 
chapter and as indicated in Figure 6.1 by the dashed curve, 
this sample cannot be described theoretically by including, 
Brooks-Herring type ionized impurity scattering. If no other 
extrinsic mechanisms were Importantq only a deformation 
potential that decreased with increasing carrier concentration 
could explain the temperature dependence of the mobility. This 
however, would increase further the disagreement with the 
pressure dependence of the mobility shown In Figure 6.3, as 
pDo. cc Wý-151ýL while W-o cc W*-: 5,0'22. Consequently a deformation 
potential that increased with increasing carrier concentration 
would be required to achieve improvement agreement with the 
results obtained as a function of pressure. Clearly then 
neither agreement to the pressure dependence nor to the 
temperature dependence of the mobility can be achieved using 
the ISBE with the Brooks-Herring model of ionized impurity 
scattering. 
This result is contrary to the conclusions of Walukiewicz 
et alc"Ea, " who indicate that good agreement to the temperature 
dependence of the mobility measured experimentally can be 
achieved provided a rigorous numerical analysis is undertaken. 
They concluded that the additional scattering mechanisms 
invoked by some workersC71. "=1 to account for their measured 
temperature dependence of the mobility were artafacts of the 
Matthiessen's rule - analysis-, used. Although our results 
indicate that such a rigorous analysis is not sufficient, the 
incorporation of additional-axtrinsjcýscattering muchanismsg 
such as space-charge '-or central-call scattering is -also 
unsatisfactory. `-ftod ý agreement ,ý can be obtained with the 
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temperature dependence of the mobility by suitable choice of 
space-charge scattering cross-section and/or central-call 
strength and concentration. Such machanismsq howeverv 
completely fail to account for the enhanced pressure 
dependence of the mobility that is observed because of their 
dependence on the effective massv just as was found to be the 
case for InP. 
Alternatively we have also calculated the corrections of 
Moore"001 for multiple scatteringg dressing affects9 and 
higher Born approximations and the mobility limited by 
scattering from a screened coulomb potential using the 
variational method of Mayor and Bartoli, 110ý11. which avoids the 
use of the Born approximation altogether. The calculated 
corrections for GaAs using Moore's theory are in good agreemnt 
with his published results on GaAs and are very similar to 
those calculated for InP and shown previously In Figure 3.2. 
This is not surprising as the parameters which enter the 
expressions for the correction terms are, to a good 
approximation the same for both GaAs and InP. Consequently as 
the pressure coefficients of the material parameters in the 
two materials are also similar we found that, as In InP. the 
pressure dependence of Moore's corrections were negligibly 
small. The phase shift analysis of Mayor and Bartoli does 
result in a slightly Increased pressure dependence of the 
mobility as shown by the dotted curve in Figure 6.3 for a 
carrier concentration of 1.7xl01-1cm-m9 and by the dashed curve 
in Figure 6.5. 
- 
The difference between the higher Born 
corrections as calculated by Moore and the analysis of Mayor 
and Bartoli is, not clear., Howeverg Figure 6.5 indicates that 
the inclusion of the phase shift analysis is still not 
sufficient to explain., the pressure dependence of the mobility 
in high carrier, concentration, low mobility GaAs grown by LPE. 
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However, as shown by the dot-dashed curve in Figure 6.39 
very good agreement is found for the pressure dependence of 
the mobility for the highest carrier concentration sample if 
one uses the model of Yanchev at all"O'" for scattering from a 
correlated distribution of ionized impurities, characterized 
by a temperature T.. This was obtained assuming the sample was 
uncompensated. Using the same model the temperature 
dependence, shown by the dot-dashed curve in Figure 6.1 was 
also obtained. We find that, as for InP. the need for high 
compensation ratios is removed if such a model is assumed. 
This very interesting result confirms the original results in 
InP9 and indicates the clear inadequacy of the Brooks-Herring 
theory of ionized impurity scattering. 
We show in Figure 6.6 the carrier concentration dependence 
of the mobility in a large number of samples published by a 
number of authors' Also shown in the figure are the 
predicted variations of the Hall mobility (solid curve) and 
drift mobility (dashed curve) for a number of compensation 
ratios calculated using the ISBE9 as well as the drift 
mobility in uncompensated GaAs given by Walukiewicz at al C63.4) a 
Although the experimental results are slightly more scattered 
than those shown for InP in the previous chapter the apparent 
effect of autocompensation is readily apparent at high carrier 
concentrations. The predicted carrier concentration dependence 
of the drift mobility including correlated impurity scattering 
effects 
lis 
shown', by the dot-dot-dash curva'and clearly implies 
that autocompensation i, s not significant in many of the 
samples indicated. 
A similar set of results"Mm, is platted in Fi - gure 6.7 for 
a temperature of 77K. Again we show the predicted carrier 
concentration dependence of the Hall and drift 
, mobility at a 
number of compensations by the solid and dashed curves 
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respectively. The dotted curve shows the predicted dependence 
for uncompensated GaAs given by Walukiewicz at The 
autocompensation effect is apparent down to carrier 
concentrations as low as mid 10195cm-ý. Our calculations of the 
carrier concentration dependence of the mobility at 77K agree 
wall with those of Yanchev at al"O'" when correlation effects 
of impurities are taken Into account. We show the calculated 
results of Yanchev at aIC107.0 in Figure 6.7 for uncompensated 
GaAs, with a T. of 90OKq by the dot-dashed curve. They find 
very good agreement with experiment provided e*0.3 and this is 
also apparent if we extrapolate the Yanchev at al 0-0.0 line 
in Figure 6.7 to carrier concentrations down to mid 1017CM-Se 
Yanchev at all"" argue that T. is dependent on the degree of 
compensation in the samples and indicate that for GaAs with 
increasing compensation T. should riseq reaching ft1300K for a 
compensation ratio -0.39 resulting in a carrier concentration 
dependence of the mobility also shown by a dot-dashed curve in 
Figure 6.7. It is interesting to note thatq in their paper, 
they indicate that they no longer obtain good agreement 
between theory and experiment for LPE GaAs deliberately 
compensated to 0>0.3. This they attribute to the T. for such 
samples, being greater than the growth temperature. 
Consequently correlation in the melt is low and a more nearly 
random impurity distribution should' thus be obtained. 
Consequently it might be argued that under these circumstances 
improved agreement with the' Brooks-Herring theory should be 
observed for measurnmepts, undertaken both as a function of 
temperature and of pressure. Indeed as a 'function of 
temperature this appears to be the case. The results of 
Yanchev at &I are in close agreement with the ISBE 
calculations for a compensation ratio of 0.4 compared to 
Yanchey's estimated compensation of 0.3. Notice that the. 
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inclusion of phase shift calculations and Moore's corrections 
tend to give improved agreement between the two compensation 
ratios. No measurementug however, have been made on high 
carrier concentration. highly compensated LPE GaAs as a 
function of pressure as no samples are presently available. 
Clearly the dependence of impurity correlation effects on 
the value of T. is very significant and this effect is 
investigated further in the next section. 
6.3 GaAs grown by MBE. 
6.3.1 Introduction. 
The influence of T. on the effects of impurity correlation 
can be investigated further. A value of T. -900K has been 
associated with a number of commonly used dopants although 
other values may be attainable. However, Yanchev et al have 
observed that correlation effects are no longer significant 
when T. is greater than the growth temperature of the 
material. Consequently we look in this section at MBE grown 
GaAs for which the growth temperature was <850K and 
investigate both the temperature and pressure dependence of 
the mobility. 
6.3.2 Temperature dependence of the Hall mobility. 
The temperature dependence of the mobility and carrier 
concentration for the three samples measured is shown in 
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. Note from Figure 6.8 that 
the sample with a room temperature carrier concentration of 
1.7x1O"5cm--'3' has almost the same temperature dependence of the 
mobility as the sample with a carrier concentration of. 
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1.2xIO", cm-3, shown by the triangular data points. The third 
sample has the lowest mobility of the three, but has a similar 
carrier concentration to the sample with triangular data 
points. The solid curves shown in Figure 6.8 are the 
calculated temperature dependence of the mobility using the 
ISBE calculation with the Indicated compensation ratios 
obtained by self-consistent calulations. The corresponding 
Hall and "drift" carrier concentrations calculated are shown 
by the solid and dashed curves respectively in Figure 6.9. 
The agreement with the temperature dependence of the 
mobility is rather good although the temperature dependence of 
the carrier concentration for the sample with nH=1.2x1O1Ocm-ý 
has an anomalous dip at high temperatures which Is not 
eliminated by the inclusion of the Hall scattering factor 
corrections. The good agreement with the temperatuere 
dependence of the mobility in these samples is in sharp 
contrast to the poor agreement observed in the LPE sample with 
a carrier concentration of 1.7x102--1cm-ý59 shown in Figure 6.19 
whose mobility at low temperatures appears anomalously low 
compared to its room temperature mobility. This may indicate 
that impurity correlation becomes more significant at low 
temperatures. 
6.3.3 Pressure Dependence of the Hall mobility 
The pressure dependence of the Hall mobility and carrier 
concentration is shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. Notice that 
the MBE samples show a trap-out of carriers with pressure. 
This affect Is not related to loss of carriers to subsidiary 
minimaq as was the case for highly doped LPE GaAs, but may be 
associated with some unknown level which traps out carriers. 
It is Interesting to note that this level is not observed in 
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temperature dependent measurements down to 77K and must 
therefore be within a few meV of the conduction band edge at 
atmospheric pressure. Even these changes of carrier 
concentration with pressure, howeverv are not found to 
significantly affect the pressure dependence of the mobility 
as Is indicated in Figure 6.10 by the solid curves, which 
assume no change in carrier concentration with pressure and 
the dashed curves where the carrier concentration is allowed 
to "trap-out" with increasing pressure. In all cases we 
observe quite good agreement between theory and experiment. 
The pressure dependence of the mobility to Skbar for the 
MBE samples has also been plotted in Figure 6.5 as the open 
data points. It is very striking from this figure that good 
agreement is obtained between experiment and ISBE calculations 
for the MBE samplesq whereas for similar mobility LPE samples 
a clear discrepancy is apparent. It is Interesting to consider 
the reason for the difference observed between LPE and MBE 
samples. One possibility is that the large difference in 
growth temperature between the two techniques which allow 
impurity correlation effects in the former case but inhibit 
them, in the latter. Alternatively the high compensation ratios 
of the MBE samples may Increase the value of T. in these 
samples, as argued by Yanchev et al(107)9 again leading to a 
loss of impurity correlation effects. In either case It seems 
that the MBE samples studied do not exhibit Impurity 
correlation scattering effects. it would be Interesting to 
observe if highly doped MBE GaAs grown at low temperatures, 
shows any apparent increase in mobility compared to LPE grown 
materialq although the author is not aware of any such 
results. 
. There are, obviously a number of further experiments we 
coul, d undertake Ao test. the, effects of impuritV correlation --I-I. 
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effects. Firstly we could anneal MBE grown samples at 
temperatures >900K for differing periods and look for 
variations in electron mobility and carrier concentration and 
their pressure dependence. It would also be informative to 
look at alternative growth techniques such as MOCVD. All these 
ideas are to be actively investigated in the near future. 
6.4 Neutron Transmutation Doped-SaAs. 
Another approach which we have already studied is neutron 
transmutation doping (NTD) of GaAs. Perhaps the most rigorous 
method for testing for the effects of correlated impurity 
distributions is to look at materials In which the impurities 
are known to be randomly distributed. Greene has investigated 
NTD GaAs for use as a high doping technique(*ý'). In NTD GaAs, 
the neutron induced nuclear reactions convert Ga to Be and As 
to Se (both of which are donors in GaAs) randomly throughout 
the crystal, resulting in highly doped material. The resulting 
radiation damage must then be annealed. This limits the 
applicability of NTD doped samples for the study of impurity 
correlation effects to low anneal temperatures. Fisher has 
made preliminary measurements on some NTD doped GaAs, annealed 
at 7500C for 10 hours, as a function of temperature and 
pressure and the results obtained are shown in Figures 6.12 
and 6.13. Quite good agreement is obtained with the 
temperature dependence of the mobility and carrier 
concentration using a sel4-consistent ISBE and a compensation 
ratio of 0.65. However, it was found that although no 
freeze-out was observed as a function of temperature a large 
trap-out 0-40%) was observed as a function of pressure in 
13kbar. Such large changes in carrier concentration 
significantly affect the Importance of impurity scattering in. 
r 
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such'samples and lead to severe difficulties in interpretation 
which consequently cast doubt on the conclusions obtained. For 
instance, the pressure dependent trap-out of carriers may 
occur onto ionized impurity sites reducing the impurity 
concentration, or onto neutral defectsq perhaps associated 
with unannealed radiation damage, which Increases the number 
of ionized impurity sites. Alternatively any intermediate case 
may also prevail. Consequently a broad range of predicted 
changes -in mobility with pressur, ev the limits of which are 
shown by the solid and dashed curves in Figure 6.139 can be 
obtained. It is interesting to see the close agreement between 
the solid curveg which assumes that all the'electrons are 
trapped onto ionized donors, and the experimental 'pressure 
dependence' of the mobility. Again such close agreement argues 
in favour of scattering from a random impurity distribution, 
which was 'certainly not the case for equivalent carrier 
concentration samples grown by LPE. Additional annealing at 
higher temperatures is being considered in an attempt to 
remove residual radiation damage, and reduce the observed 
carrier trap-out with pressure. Clearly, however, the random 
impurity distribution is no longer guaranteed if the 'anneal 
temperature greatly exceeds the T. value of 900K. 
6.5 Conclusions. 
We have shown, in this chapter-- that the pressure dependence 
of the Hall mobility in high carrier concentration LPE GaAs 
cannot be described using the usual Brooks-Herring- model I Just 
as was found 'to be the- case -for- VPE- *InP. ' Analysis "Including 
electron , scattering from , space-charge'- regions and ,, the 
central-cellsýý-'-of ''impuritles ý was-'f-not found' to Improve the- 
agremement. Neither, did"the- inclusion ofmultiple, scattering, 
______ I 
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dressing 
, 
corrections and higher Born approximations as 
described by Moore. The breakdown of the Born approximation 
was also shown not to be responsible for the discrepancy by 
calculating the scattering from a screened coulomb potential 
as described by Mayor and Bartoli using a phase shift 
analysis. The only model found which did give improved 
agreement was that of Yanchav et a] for scattering from a 
correlated impurity distribution. This is described in terms 
of a temperature, T. 9 below which impurities are unable to 
correlate. 
For GaAs grown by MBE and for bulk GaAs subjected to 
neutron transmutation doping good agreement between theory and 
experiment was obtained both as a function of temperature and 
pressure when the Brooks-Herring theory of Ionized Impurity 
scattering was used in the ISBE. This is in contrast to LPE 
samples with similar mobilities. For the MBE grown GaAs this 
was related to either the low growth temperature or the high 
compensation ratios. Both of these factors, as argued by 
Yanchav et a19 inhibit the correlation of impurities during 
growth. For the neutron transmutation doped GaAs sample the 
distribution of Impurities is random provided a low anneal 
temperature is used so that they are unable to move 
appreciable distances. Consequently we have shown that there 
is strong evidence to support the claim that impurity 
correlation effects have a very significant effect on the 
electron mobility In highly doped GaAs. 
A number of approaches to further test the significance of 
impurity correlation effects can be Suggestedg of which 
perhaps the most interesting in the short term are the 
Investigations of neutron transmutation doped GaAs and high 
carrier concentration MBE SaAs grown at varying substrate 
temperatures and with varying degrees of compensation. 
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In the next chapter we describe further high pressure 
transport measurements made on the narrow gap semiconductor 
InSb and' the ternary alloy Gaa-, *esInc.. e!, ýAs/InP. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRON 
MOBILITY IN Ga,, -^-71nc,. mmAs and InSb. 
7.1 Introduction. 
In this chapter we consider the pressure dependence of the 
mobility in two more direct band gap III-V semiconductors, 
namely Gaa. ^=Inn. _m-rAs and InSb. Both semiconductor s. 0 because 
of their small band gap and its large pressure coefficient, 
have an electron effective mass which is more pressure 
sensitive than either GaAs or InP. Also in the former material 
there is additional scattering attributable to alloy disorder 
while in the latter intrinsic material electron-hole 
scattering can be important. InSb has been investigated 
previously4ýý". However, in the light of new experimental 
results further work seems appropriate. 
7.2 Electron Mobility in Gac.., *-7Inn. mmAs. 
7.2.1 Introduction. 
0 
The quaternary allay GaxIn, _xAsYP, _vj lattice matched to 
InP (X2: Y/2.1) has significant commercial applications in a 
number of opto-electronic devices. This alloy has been 
investigated previously by a number of authors"141". Hayes at 
al"I were the first to use the pressure dependence of the 
mobility, - to distinguish between alloy and space-charge 
scattering.. The 
-alloy scattering limited mobility is 
proportional --- 
to mob, -M. 02ý 
.,, 
(c4. 
, equation -3.4-12), - 
whil a 
space-charge scattering Is., proportional to (cf 
f 
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equation 3.4-11). Measurements of the temperature dependence 
of the mobility are unable to distinguish between the two as 
both are proportional to T-11ý. 
Hayes et al"I used equation 2.2-3 to calulate the pressure 
dependence of the effective mass as a function of the alloy 
composition. They obtained values of 0.72%/kbar and 1.22%/kbor 
for compositions of y-0.5 and 0.91 respectively. With these 
values they showedq using a Matthiessen's rule analysis, that 
the component of the mobility proportional to T-1-1ý also had 
had an effective mass dependence Consequently the 
scattering mechanism was attributed to alloy disorder. 
However. it has recently been shown by Shantharama at 
that the pressure dependence of the electron effective 
mass in the quaternary alloy GxIn, -xAsYP, -v/InP is 
significantly larger than that predicted by ! i. p theory and 
used by Hayes at &141". Also Sarkar and Nicholas"11 have 
shown that the non-parabolicity In this material is 
approximately twice the value predicted by ! ý. p theory. These 
factors cast doubt on the previous analysis of Hayes et al. In 
this section we Investigate the temperature and pressure 
dependence of a number of G&-o., *-. rInc,. n=As samples (hereafter 
referred to as GaInAs) grown by LPE at -6601C. 
7.2.2 Temperature Dependence of Electron Mobility 
in G&InAs. 
The temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobility 
and carrier concentration of six samplesp two from each of 
three wafers are shown In Figures 7.1 and 7.2. 
Using an ISBE including alloy scattering as the T-"' 
depandont compons I nt of the mobilityq and assuming an electron 
interaction with'onýly a single I polar phonon with an energY of 
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34.1moV, the fits shown by the solid curves to the temperature 
dependence of the mobility of Figure 7.1 were obtained. The 
compensation ratiosq 0. and alloy-scattering potentials, AU9 
are given In the figure. We have neglected the compositional 
dependence of the AU, ie. X(1-X)AU, preferring instead to 
quote an effective AU for the specific composition analysed. 
This can then be directly related to the AU's determined by 
Hayes"), Marsh("5: s' and others( 1ý54-1-25251' a 
If we consider-the results of Figure 7.1 we see that to 
obtain good agreement with experiment for all the carrier 
concentrations we are forced to allow the alloy scattering 
potential to depend on the sample carrier concentration. The 
alloy scattering potential decreases as the carrier 
concentration Increases. For the sample with highest mobility 
and lowest carrier concentration we find that good agreement 
is obtained with AU-0.51eV. This result Is midway between that 
of &U=O. 6eV of Hayes at &141" and the value of AU-0.42eV 
reported by Marsh at all'--' although the measured mobilities 
are comparable. We have, however, included a deformation 
potential -of 5.9eVcmQ-%9 whereas Marsh used a value of 
18&VI"2111 while Hayes at, alt'3- and Greene at al(*m'*' neglected 
deformation potential scattering altogether. It is interesting 
to note that the carrier concentration in all but the lowest 
carrier concentration sample Is effectively constant in the 
temperature range 77-450K, while for the sample with carrier 
concentration Of ý3-6XIO", "cm-l' the increase in carrier 
concentration is apparently corrected by Including 
self-consistent Hall scattering 4actor corrections. It can be 
noted that the Hall scattering factor corrections implicit in 
Figure 7.2 are in good AgrEement with other calculated 
V&lues`019 but are larger than observed experimentally's-s'". 
Howevorg such corroc tions In Alloy semiconductors may be 
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inaccurate. Also, the cause of the variation in AU with 
carrier concentration remains unclear. Both of-Facts may be due 
to an inadequate theory for scattering due to alloy disorder. 
If this were the case Hall scattering factor corrections 
determined by including this model of alloy scattering may by 
incorrect. The variations of AU with carrier concentration 
will be discussed further in the nWKt section. However. it 
should be noted that the original theory on which the present 
model is basedg was associated with the effects of 
substitution in dilute alloys"". It seems unlikely that an 
alloy in which "substitutional" atoms amount to -50% is 
neccessarily well described by such a theory. Further progress 
in this area awaits a now. more rigorous formulation of 
scattering due to alloy disorder. 
7.2.3 Pressure Dependence of Electron Mobility 
in GaInAs. 
Bearing the cautionary words of the last section in mind we 
measured the pressure dependence of the Hall mobility and 
carrier concentration and the results are shown In Figures 7.3 
and 7.4 respectively. Only the two samples with highest 77K 
mobilities show any trap-out of carriers with pressure. 
However, Just as for some GaAs and InP samplesq such small 
changes in carrier concentration have a negligible affect an 
the pressure dependence of the Hall mobility shown in Figure 
7.3. It can be seen that the pressure dependence of the 
mobility is larger for this material than for either GaAs or 
InP. We have calculated the pressure dependence of, the Hall 
mobility for one sample from each of the three layers using an 
ISBE with alloy scattering, and. these are shown by, the solid 
curves in Figure 7.3,. 
t8imilar -calculations but assuming 
F -- 
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space-charge rather than Alloy scattering are shown by the 
dashed curves. Note that we have not incorporated the high 
non-parabolicity measured by Sarkar and Nicholas'121ý1' in these 
calculationsq which is a good approximation for all but the 
highest carrier concentration sample considered here. 
For the samples with carrier concentration -3.5xlOlrlcm-ý it 
is Interesting to note the large difference in the pressure 
dependence of the mobilityg although there is no significant 
difference between the two as a function of temperature. This 
result gives a clear example of the care which must be taken 
in eliminating spurious data. We found that the high pressure 
dependence of the mobility in the 3.6xlO'25cm-ý sample was due 
to a highly pressure sensitive assymetry between adjacent 
pairs of contacts on the clover leaf sample. This was the only 
sample measured where such an effect was observedg although 
the cause remains unclear. Obviously the results obtained for 
the pressure dependence of the mobility in this sample cannot 
be relied upon. 
For the two samples with carrier concentrations of 
-5. lxlOld-cm-ý' the measured Pressure dependence of the mobility 
is rather similar and lies close to the dashed curveg labelled 
(b). indicating that the predicted Pressure dependence of the 
mobility assuming space-charge scattering is important gives 
the best agreement with our, results. This is In contrast to 
the conclusions of Haves et all". Alternatively, if we assume 
that scattering associated with alloy disorder is significant 
the above results then indicate the Inadequacy of the 
theoretical model presently used for Alloy scattering. ' 
For the sample with a carrier concentration of 
1.2xl 0*7CM-39 the mobility decreases-faster than predicted, 
even using the ISBE with alloy scattering'included. Again this 
discrepancy may be due to an 
' inadequate model of alloy 
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scattering. Note that the inclusion of the large 
non-parabolicity determined by Sarkar and Nicholasc"ý" 
enhances the disagreement between theory and experiment, as 
non-parabolicity reduces the pressure dependence of the 
mobility. Alternatively one can speculate that at such high 
carrier concentrations impurity correlation Effects are 
becoming importantq as was observed in GaAs and InP and which 
generally lead to an increased pressure dependence of the 
mobility. The occurance, of such an effect would also result in 
a modifiod alloy scattering potential as a function of carrier 
concentration if not taken into account. A combination of all 
these effects is most probable and the resulting analysis is 
likely to be complex. Howeverg as an initial study it would be 
interesting to undertake high pressure transport measurements 
on very high carrier concentration GaInAs. 
7.3 PressureDependence of the Hall Mobility in InSb. 
7.3.1 Introduction. 
The pressure dependence of the electron Hall mobility in 
InSb has been measured and analysed previously by Tatham"". 
Howeverv his analysis was limited to a Matthiessen's rule 
approach and recently it has been suggested by Zawadzki and 
Wlasak""' that the pressure dependence of the dielectric 
constants may be very large in this material. They had 
previously been assumed to be independent of pressure. by 
Tatham"--21. Consequently we discuss in the rest of this 
chapter a revised analysis of his results. 
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7.3.2 Pressure Dependence of the Carrier 
Concentration and Mobility. 
The two samples of InSb measured by Tatham4ý-ý', were bulk 
grown and had carrier concentrations and mobilities at 77K of 
5.3x1O'21cm-25 and 5xlO'cm'/Vsq respectively. This carrier 
concentration is -101 larger than the intrinsic carrier 
concentration at this temperature and consequently we assumed 
this value for the exhausted extrinsic carrier concentration. 
At 300K the carrier concentration and mobility were 
1.6xlOld-cm-ý5 and 7.6x1O'*cmý/Vs9 respectively. This carrier 
concentration is due to intrinsic carriers, but also results 
in an equivalent number of holes being generated In the 
valence band. This would be expected to complicate the 
measurement because of the two carrier nature of the sample. 
Under these conditions the conductivity and Hall coefficient 
are given by44-51 
cr - nug. pupt, 1 
and 
p Lu, f-n PL -- ý9 
w(np. + pjj,, )ý 
-7.3-1 
-7.3-2 
respectively. However, the high effective mass of holesq and 
consequently their low mobilities mean that they can safely be 
neglected. The holes however, also act as ionized impurities 
and enable electron-hole scattering to become Important at 
sufficiently high hole concentrations. For a hole 
concentration of 1.6xl0'&cm-= the electron-hole scattering 
limited mobility as determined by equation 3.4-5 gives a value 
of -7. OX1Oýcmm/Vsj and thus contributes --10% of the Scattering 
rate atý300K... Although-olectron-hole scattering is important 
at room tomperature-the, mobility measured indicates that the 
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mobility is not Just limited 'by 
electron-hole and polar-phonon 
scattering. We found good agreement provided a deformation 
potential of 15. OeV was used. This Is somewhat larger than 
that used by Rode"ý11, but is in very good agreement with the 
value of 14.6eV used by Zawadzki and Symanska"ý11111. Even with 
this deformation potentialv mobilities as low as U10ýcmý/Vs 
at 77K indicate that the value of N, was considerably higher 
than the measured extrinsic carrier concentration. We obtained 
good agreement assuming a value for Nz of 1. Ix 101 escm-ýs 
indicating that the samples were highly compensated. 
The experimental results obtained by Tatham""" for the 
pressure dependence of the Hall carrier concentration and 
mobility in the two samples of InSb are plotted in Figures 7.5 
and 7.6. respectively. The carrier concentration of Figure 7.5 
is shown to decrease by almost two orders of magnitude in 
16kbars. This in directly related to the pressure dependence 
of the direct band gap. For an intrinsic semiconductor the 
carrier concentration is given by4'4211, 
ns - (NcNv)"ýý. exp[ -E. ]. -7.3-3 2kaT 
where Nc and Nv are the effective density of states in the 
conduction and valence bands respectivelyg and are given by an 
expression of the form c, *-%) 10 
Nc m 2. [? ffm-kmTiý-'2. -7.3-4 W2 
By using the measured pressure dependence of the electron 
effective mass and assuming that the density of states 
effective mass for holes was independent of pressureq Tatham 
showed that the results of Figure. 7.5 were wall described 
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assuming a band gap pressure coefficient of 14.6m*V/kbar as 
indicated by the solid curve in Figure 7.5. 
Using this value for the band gap pressure coefficient and 
the measured value of the pressure dependence of the electron 
effective mass of 6.2%/kbarg we calculated the pressure 
dependence of the Hall mobility using the ISBE, shown by the 
solid curve in Figure 7.6. For reference the pressure 
dependence of the mobility is shown by the dot-dashed 
curve In the figure. This corresponds to the predicted 
pressure dependence assuming that only phonon scattering 
processes are significant. The ISBE analysis included all the 
relevant electron scattering mechanisms but assumed 
that the 
high and low frequency dielectric constants were independent 
of pressure, as was initially considered by Tatham. Howeverg 
unlike Tatham's analysisw the solid curve in Figure 7.6 does 
not describe the measured pressure dependence of the Hall 
mobility at all well. More importantly it underestimates the 
Pressure dependence of the mobility. 
Tatham found that including electron-hole scattering 
limited mobility at atmospheric pressure gave good agreement 
with the results of Figure 7.6. The importance of such a 
mechanism decreases quic kly with increasing pressure due to 
fast decrease in the carrier concentration. This results in a 
decreased pressure dependence of the mobility compared with 
the dot-dashed curve of Figure 7.6. Indeed the-10% 
contribution of electron-hole scattering when, added to the 
dot-dashed curve does give quite good agreement with the 
experimental results as indicated by the dot-dot-dashed curve. 
This however, is still rather different to that calculated 
using the ISBE9 which also includes electron-hole scattering. 
The difference between the two curves is due to the high 
non-parabolicity in InSbs This results in an effective mass 
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which Is quite strongly energy dependent. The changes in the 
electron distribution that occur as the carrier concentration 
decreases with applied pressure can be thought of as 
decreasing the effective pressure depandnnco of the electron 
effective mass. This was not included in Tatham's analysis. 
Clearly then it seems that the good agreement obtained 
previously by Tatham for InSb was in error. An ISBE analysis 
which takes into account accurately the energy dependence of 
the effective mass gives a pressure dependence of the Hall 
mobility which is less than that observed experimentally. 
As has been mentioned previously Zawadzki and Wlasak"I"' 
have found that, to explain the magneto-optic results on 
shallow donors in InSb, a highly pressure dependent dielectric 
constant had to be included. They assumed that both the high 
and low frequency dielectric constants decreased by -10% in 
9kbar. Using similar values for the pressure dependence of the 
dielectric constants and extrapolating to 15kbars we obtained 
the dotted curve in Figure 7.6. Clearly the agreement is 
significantly improved. The dashed curve also shown was 
obtained by increasing the pressure dependence of the 
dielectric constants still further so that both decreased by 
-12% in 9kbar. A note of caution should be observed heraq as 
any difference in the pressure dependences of Em and rLe. can 
have. a significant of-fact on this result. Howeverg assuming 
that a. and rL. vary bY the same percentage as a function of 
pressure is a reasonable first approximationg and our analysis 
clearly supports a highly pressure dependent dielectric 
constant in InSb. 
7.4 Conclusions. 
We have shown that the interpretation of the temperature. 
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dependent component of the mobility proportional to T-'-ý as 
being due to either alloy or space-charge scattering in GaInAs 
has not been determined conclusively. The pressure dependence 
of the mobility in pure material is well described if 
space-charge scattering is included. Alternatively, one can 
use the discrepancy between the results and the theory 
assuming alloy scattering as evidence of the Inadequacy of the 
theory of alloy scattering presently used. At high carrier 
concentrations an increased pressure dependence of the 
mobility is observodq as in GaAs and InP. Further 
measurements on highly doped GaInAs would be of interest and 
might reveal effects associated with correlated impurity 
distributions. 
For InSb, Tatham's analysisq which ignored the effects of 
non-parabolicity was shown to be incorrect. Howeverg the 
pressure dependence of the mobility in intrinsic InSb at room 
temperature is not well described by the ISBE9 even with the 
inclusion of electron-hole scattering, if the dielectric 
constants are assumed independent of pressure. A large 
decrease in the high and low frequency dielectric constants, 
-12% In 9kbars, Is required to give good agreement between the 
predicted pressure dependence of the mobility calculated using 
an ISBE and the experimental results. This agrees quite well 
with the pressure coefficients of the dielectric constants 
determined by Zawadzki and Wlasak. 
11 
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CHAPTER 8. 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE DF THE ELECTRDN 
MOBILITY IN Go, Siv and GaP. 
8.1 Introduction. 
In this last chapter of experimental results we investigate 
briefly the pressure dependence of the electron mobility in 
three indirect gap semiconductors, namely Beg Si and GaP. 
using the convenient if less accurate Matthiessen's rule 
technique. As we have already indicated in chapter 2 the 
pressure dependence of the, electron effective mass is 
generally smaller In indirect gap materials. Also there are 
several degenerate minima at the L and X points and 
consequently we might expect to see effects not observed 
previously, particularly those associated with Intervalley 
scattering. Measurements as a function of pressure have been 
undertaken previously on GeCl=71 and Si"-; 301. However, no 
measurements have been published, to the authors knowledget on 
the pressure dependence of electron transport in GaP. The 
results obtained for the temperature dependence of the Hall 
mobility and carrier concentration of one sample of Go, Sig 
and GaP are shown in Figures e. 1 and 8.2 respectively. The 
pressure dependence of the Hall mobility of the same samples 
is shown in Figure e. 3. The results obtained for each material 
are, -discussed in the following sections. 
8.2 Electron Mobility in So. 
The transport properties of n-type Be at atmospheric 
pressure are well understood C M. W. 31 Intravalley scattering 
( 
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occurs via ionized impurities, and acoustic and non-polar 
optical modes. Intervalley scattering proceeds via LA and LO 
phanons of similar wnergyclý". Consequently, following 
Rode"" we combined non-polar optical and intervalley 
scattering and assume that this can be described by a single 
phonon of 32.9m*V. With this approximation and using the 
material parameters given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 we obtained 
the curve for the Be sample shown in Figure 8.1. Clearly 
rather good agreement is obtained for temperatures -, <300K. 
Above -350K, the agreement is not as good. Howeverg it can be 
seen from Figure 8.2 that in this temperature range the sample 
is becoming intrinsic, as indicated by the dashed curve. 
Consequently it might be thought that, as for InSb discussed 
previously, electron-hole scattering might also be included. 
However, the situation is more complicated than this as the 
assumption that the hole mass is much greater than the 
electron mass, made for InSb, does not hold so well for Be. 
Consequently. at temperatures above -350K two carrier 
transport should be considered. For the present however, we 
are concerned with the pressure dependence of the mobility at 
300K, where the contribution from intrinsic carriers is 
negligibly small as indicated by the fact that no decrease in 
the carrier concentration was observed as a function of 
pressure below -5kbar, after which it was seen to decrease by 
-3% to Skbar. From Figure 8.1 it is apparent that acoustic 
phonon scattering is the most important mechanism at room 
temperature, with intervalley scattering somewhat less 
significant. Using the pressure coefficient of the direct gap 
at the L point of 7.3mvV/kbarc'ý171 we have calculated the 
pressure dependence of the transverse effective mass in the L 
minima using equation 2.2-3. Assuming that the longitudinal 
effective mass is Indepanden t of Pressure, results in a 
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pressure dependence of the density of states effective mass of 
0.21%/kbar. Including also the pressure dependence of the 
longitudinal elastic constant given in chapter 2 results in 
the solid curve shown in Figure e. 3. At low pressures the 
agreement with experiment is not unreasonableg but at 
pressures above -5kbar the experimental results decrease more 
swiftly than the theoretical curve. This may be due to the 
influence of additional non-equivalent intervalley scattering 
involving the high density, of states A minima which approach 
the L minima quite swiftly with increasing pressure12ý1,. 
However, such effects have not been considered further. 
Instead we note that Ahmad"" has measured the mobility as 
function of pressure in the range 0-70kbar and observes that 
the mobility is almost constant above -40kbar, when all the 
electrons are located in the A minima. He also performed Hall 
effect and resistivity measurements, as a function of 
temperature, at these high pressures and was able to show that 
intervalley scattering was the dominant scattering mechanism 
for electrons around room temperature. Clearly it would be 
interesting to measure in more detail the pressure dependence 
of the mobility of electrons confined to the A minima in Be. 
However, electrons in Si at atmospheric pressure are confined 
to the A minima and consequently measurements made on one Si 
sample, by Saxena, are discussed in the next section. We can 
conclude however, that for the L minima in Be both the 
temperature and pressure variation of the mobility Indicate 
that it is- dominated by acoustic deformation potential 
scattering, 
8.3, Electron Mobility in Si. 
The results, -obtained -For the temperature dependence of the 
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Hall mobility and carrier concentration in one Si sample are 
shown in Figure 8.1 and 8.2 by the square data points. 
Harrison"s2l' has shown that non-polar optical Scattering is 
negligible. Intervalley g-type scattering occurs via 
LO 
phonons at approximately one third of the way to the Brillouin 
zone edge in the X direction while Intervalley f-type 
scattering occurs via LA and TO phonons at a point on the 
Brillouin zone edge 0.6B of the way from the X point to the 
K 
point it =47) (see Figure 2.2). Following Long'25ý3) we assign 
energies to these phonons of 16.4meV and 54.3meV respectively. 
See Figure 2.3 for the phonon dispersion curve of Brockhouse 
for Sile"). Using these energies together with the wt/w,., the 
ratio of the coupling strengths of electrons to acoustic and 
intervalley phononsq determined by Long'25z" and given in Table 
2.49 together with the other material parameters given in 
chapter 2 we obtained the curve for Si shown in Figure 8.1. 
Clearly the agreement is quite good, and in this caseq in 
contrast to the Be sample studied previously we observe that 
Intervalley scattering ý is the most significant scattering 
mechanism at room temperature. We show the pressure dependence 
of the mobility in the Si sample by the square data points in 
Figure B. 3 where the carrier concentration remained constant 
over the entire pressure range considered. We note that the 
mobility increases with increasing pressureg and that this is 
the first material considered in which such a dependence has 
beený'observed. 
Using the pressure dependence of the direct gap'-at the X 
point'of 3meV/kbar": s4P), and adJusting for the minima lying 
ftO. 83 Of '-the way to the zone boundary, by' linearly 
interpoliting'between the pressure coefficients of the 'direct 
gips 'at''the rI and X points we calculated the pressure 
depe6idEnce'of the'transverse effective mass. Assuming that the 
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longitudinal effective mass is indepandant of pressure we 
calculate the pressure dependence of the density of states 
effective mass to be 0.025%/kbar. Note that this is a factor 
of 8 smaller than that calculated for Be and a factor of 20 
times smaller than that observed In InPq which has the 
smallest pressure dependence of the effective mass of any of 
the direct band gap semiconductors considered. Consequently it 
is not surprising that the pressure dependence of the mobility 
is somewhat different to that measured previously as it is no 
longer the pressure dependence of the effective mass that is 
dominant but other parameters such as the phonon energies. 
To calculate the theoretical pressure dependence of the 
mobility we followed the analysis of Rod*" and Long'25-251 
Including the effect of both the g-type and f-type scattering 
phonons. Their variation with pressure was determined from the 
data of Weinstein and Piermarini"'14". They found a non-linear 
pressure dependence of the phonon energies over the pressure 
range 0 'to -100kbar. However, for pressures in the range 
0-8kbar their variation is to a good approximation linear. We 
determined from their data pressure coefficients for the 
4-type (16.4meV) and-g-type (54.3moV) scattering phonons of 
-0.1%/kbar and 0.2%/kbar, respectively. The result obtained 
using a Matthiessen's rule analysis is shown by the dashed 
curve in Figure e. 3., We, have included the pressure dependence' 
of the longitudinal elastic constantv given in chapter 2 but 
assume that the ratio wl/w^ is independant of pressure. For Si 
this is' a goodapproximation as the pressure coefficients of 
the lonigitudinal-sound'-volocity and the intervalley phonon" 
energy ''almost cancel. 'ý_ The agreement between theory and 
experimentýdetermined is very goodq'- and cl'early supports the 
importance of Intervalley scattering in the A minima in Si. 
Another' 'ýMaterial-`in which intervalle ,Y scattering is- important 
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is S&P, and this is considered in the last section of this 
chapter. 
13.4 Electron Mobility in S&P. 
Electrons in S&P, as well as being scattered by acoustic 
and intervalley modes and ionized impurities are also 
scattered by the polar phonon interaction that is Important in 
the other III-V semiconductors considered previously. As was 
described in chapter 3, polar phonon scattering is not well 
described in the relaxation time approximationg but unlike the 
other compound semiconductors considered in this thesis, it is 
not the dominant scattering mechanisms In SaP at room 
temperature. Consequentlyq we have continued to adopt the 
simple Matthiessen's rule analysis as used previously for Si 
and Go. Following the work of Rode"511 we have assumed that 
the conduction band minima In GaP are located at the Brillouin 
zone edge at the X point and that intervalley scattering 
occurs via 30.9meV LA phonons. Using this information and the 
material parAMetors given in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 we have 
calculated the temperature dependence of the mobility shown by 
the curves for SaP shown in Figure 8.1. Note, that to obtain 
good agreement with the experimental datag obtained by Saxonag 
over the whole, tomperature range although we had to include 
space-charge scattering as was found to be necessary by Tayama 
at al td. 13ý 0 
The temperature dependence of the carrier 
concentration shown in Figurn, 8.2 is typical of SaP,, and the 
values of Ea and 0-determined from a least squares fit using 
equation 2.3-2 are given in the figurs., It can be noted, - 
that 
the value of Ed=97meV is typical of values obtained by other 
authors', &*,. 
The temperature dependence of the mobillty shown in Figure 
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E3.1 Indicates that the mobility at 300K is limited 
predominantly by Intervalley9 polar phonon, and space-charge 
scattering. However it is apparent that the increase in 
mobility in Bkbar is somewhat larger for SaP than for Si. To 
analyse these results we calculated the pressure dependence of 
the transverse effective mass using equation 2.2-3 and the 
pressure dependence of the direct band gap at the X point of 
3meV/kbar determined by Zallen and Paul"". Assuming that 
the longitudinal effective mass is independent of pressure we 
found that the density of states effective mass increases by 
0.04%/kbar. Assuming initially that w, /wA was independent of 
pressure, but including the pressure dependence of the 
longitudinal elastic constant, assumed to be intermediate 
between the value determined for Si and for GaAs we obtained 
the dashed curve in Figure 8.3. If the pressure dependence of 
the ratio of wi/w,, %, calculated from equation 2.4-19 but 
assuming that the pressure dependence of E^a and D., is 
negligible, we obtained the dotted curve shown. The agreement 
with the dashed curve is very good, but is still within the 
experimental error for the dotted curve. Clearly then we 
observe that for the UP sample considered here we obtain 
consistently good agreement with both the temperature and the 
presssure dependence of the mobilityg even though a number of 
assumptions have been made and space-charge scattering has to 
be incorporated. It might be noted that the high carrier 
concentration In this sample means that impurity correlation 
effects may be importantq but because of the low pressure 
dependence of the electron effective masso high pressure 
measurements are not so sensitive to its presence. Further 
work is necessary to check if it is important in this 
material. 
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7.5 Conclusions. 
It is very interesting to observe "the totally different 
pressure dependence of the mobility observed in Si and S&P. 
both of which increase with increasing pressure, while in Se. 
the mobility decreases slowly. It is interesting to note also 
that in the latter material the change of the lowest minima 
from L to A at pressures of -40kbar, means that in this 
material we should be able to observe both an increasing and a 
decreasing pressure dependence of the mobilityq depending upon 
which type of minima the electrons occupy. Such an experiment 
is planned for the near future. The use of Matthiessen's rule 
to analyse the data Is clearly unsatisfactoryv particularly 
for SaP. and consequently the inclusion of intervalley 
scattering into the ISBE code is being considered, so that 'a 
more rigorous analysis of the experimental results can be 
made. 
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CHAPTER 9. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WDRK. 
In this thesis we have reported the systematic measurement 
of the pressure and temperature dependence of the Hall 
mobility in a variety of group IV and III-V semiconductors. 
We have shown that for the indirect band gap 
semiconductors, Si, Be and GaP9 the pressure dependence of the 
mobility is small, and that it is in quantitative agreement 
with standard theory given the relevant pressure coefficients 
of the electron effective masses and phonon energies. 
In InSb we have shown that the pressure dependence of the 
mobility is only well described theoretically if a highly 
pressure dependent dielectric constant is included. For the 
alloy SaInAs. the mobility component proportional to T-11--; ` is 
found to have a pressure dependence which is close to that 
predicted assuming space-charge rather than alloy scattering 
is significant. However, the status of alloy and space-charge 
scattering remains unclear as the disagreement with alloy 
scattering may'also be interpreted as being associated With an 
inadequate model of electron scattering due to alloy disorder. 
For relatively pure GaAs and InP9 consistent agreement 
between theory and experiment both as a function of pressure 
and temperature can be obtained provided deformation 
potentials of 9.0*V and 11.59V are included respectively. We 
have also shown that in so doing, a self-consistent analysis 
including Hall scattering factor corrections must be Included. 
At high carrier concentrations in GaAsq InP and GaInAs an 
increase in the pressure dependence of the Hall mobility is 
observed which Is in excess of that predicted theoretically 
assuming the Brooks-Herring model of scattering from ionized 
a 
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impurities. For GaAs and InP, analysis including extrinsic 
scattering mechanismsq higher Born approximations, multiple 
scattering corrections and phase shift calculations in which 
the Born approximation is not invoked have been described. All 
such effects were shown not to be responsible for the 
Increased pressure dependence of the Hall mobility observed. 
However, by Including the theory of Yanchev et al for 
scattering from a correlated impurity distribution very good 
agreement was-obtained. Further evidence for the importance of 
scattering from such impurity distributions was obtained by 
studying GaAs grown by MBE at temperatures below the 
correlation temperatureq T., and GaAs subjected to neutron 
transmutation doping in which the dopant atoms are randomly 
distributed. Both techniques produced samples In which the 
pressure dependence of the mobility was very close to that 
predicted using the ISBE including scattering from ionized 
Impurities In the Brooks-Horring model. 
A number of areas of further work have been suggested 
throughout the text. Howeverg the most interesting of these is 
likely to be the extension of the pressure dependent transport 
measurements made here to lower temperatures, to investigate 
further the pressure dependence of the mobility associated 
with scattering from ionized impurities. 
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APPENDIX A. 
The band gaps indicated in Figure 2.3 were calculated using 
the prescriptions given by Van Vachten and Bergstresser"a" 
while their pressure coefficients were determined by the 
expressions given by Camphausen et al"I". The prescriptions 
aret- 
(1) Homopolar energy gaps scale with nearest neighbour 
distancov and can be written as, 
EL. t, Si. [d 
-'g 
9 -Al 
d v3s 
I 
where Et P.. Si is the homopolar energy gap of silicon. 
d and 
do* are the nearest neighbour distances of the material under 
consideration and silicon respectively and 4, the exponent, is 
given in Table Al. 
(2) The direct energy gaps Et. i-Oll, and 2, in the absence 
of d-core electrons are given by, 
Es - E: L. tt 1 -A2 
(3) The direct energy gaps E. 9 E19 and E. ' are affected by 
d-core electrons and are given by. ' 
14 
Et - (E jL . o, 
(DAv-I)AEi)E I+ (C/E*, h)=3'/=. -A: S 
For energy QAPS,, Et Lawaetz indicates that C'-1.25C 
should be used instead of Ce 
(4) The ionizatio I n' Potential, IN is. the difference 
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between the top of the valance band at the r point and the 
vacuum level i. s given by, 
IP m IPsE 1+ (C/IPo, )=31-'=, -A4 
where IPft is given by an analogous expression 
to (1). 
(5) The effect of d-core electrons is described 
by two 
terms (D^v-1) and AE*. The AE, are a function of 
the nearest 
neighbour distance only and scale as per 
(1). (D^v-1) gives a 
measure of the coupling between the d-core electrons and 
the 
valence band. Camphausen et al givesq 
(Dmw-l) - FZ., %(l - fi) 
x. 
[d ]yq -A5 
daß 
ft cw 9 -A6 
+ Cý' 
and EP, scales as in (1). Camphausen et al give X--2.4 and 
Y--13.0. 
(6) According to Van Vachten the energy of the top of the 
valence band at X relative to the vacuum level is independent 
Of C, but we have used the modified expression of Camphausen 
Ot &I because of the improved pressure coefficients of the 
band gaps thus obtained. Camphausen et al use, 
E X. 4 
-EX. 
4. t-b 
C1+ (C/E xý4.8-b 
)ma1, ze 
0 -A7 
Where again E scales as (1). X. % 
(7) Van Yochten describes the valence band edge at the L 
PtAnt' as being midway between the values at r and X. 
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Camphausen at al argue, however, that the expression below 
gives better agreement. 
E- IP + 0.4 (E X -, IP) . -AS 
(8) The splitting of the conduction band X levels X, and X2% 
is proportional to Cs 
E xm. - EXIL - 0.071C. -A9 
(9) To calculate the pressure coefficients of the band gaps 
we used the expression of Camphausen et &It 
dEt dEt, t, - AE,. d(D^v-1) - (DAv-1). dAE, x 
dP 
IdP 
dP dP 
I 
1+c Es 1, dC -1 dEt,, t 
Es..,, 
II+ 
(Ee-. .. / 
-C) 
IE 
ii-P E=., dP 
-AIO 
and assumed that C was independent of pressure. 
The pressure coefficients of the band gaps were calculated 
using the bulk compressability, 
-Al I 
where as Vocdý,, obvi ousl 
dd m -kd. -A12 dP 3 
Thus by differentiating the previous exprossionsq AI-A99 with 
respect to 'd' as appropriate, all the pressure coefficients 
described before were easily obtained. 
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Table Al. Energies for Predicting Chemical Trends. 
Parameter Value for Si (eV) Exponent 8 
IPI., 5.17 1.308 
E 8.63 2.03- 
4.10 2.75 
3.60 2.22 
E: r, e-b 4.50 2.382 
E.. ", 3.40 1.92 
Ei. t, ' 5.90 1.67 
AE. 12. E30 5.07 
AE, 4.98 4.97 
Eft 4.77tm 2.50ta 
All values taken from Van Vachten and Berg stresser'01 except 
for ý10 and b, 141. 
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